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MANY MATTERS

Manby Injunction Continued for Time
Being But Adjustment of DiffOWNER
iculties Confidently Expected.
In the case of Martha S. Hill et. al.,
vs. the Taos Valley Land Company
and Arthur R. Manby, brought in the
district court for Taos county, and
which has been on trial and argument
during the past four daya, in reference
to the contiuance of the interlocutory
injunction heretofore granted, and the
prayer for a receiver of the company's
assets, Judge McFie last evening rendered a decision, holding that the inKNOW junction should be continued, not genJAPANESE
erally according to the plaintiffs" prayer but until the further order of the
court so that an opportunity might be
In.
McFie
Continues
Judge
given for a modification, if it could be
junction in Hard Fought
had, of the contract of sale of the AnMantinez land grant to W. L.
tonio
Manby Case.
Crissman, A. P. Peddle, J. H. Trewin
and George T. Hedges, of Cedar
Govei nor Curry will be home this
Radids, Iowa, which it was the parevening on Santa Fe Train No. 1 from ticular object of the injunction to deRaton and Springer and will leave tofeat, owing to uncertainty as to its
morrow forenoon for El Rito, Rio Ar- real
meaning and effect. The defendL.
riba county, with
ants offered to have the injunction
Bradford Prince and Dr. John H. continued because
they had come to
Sloan, trustees of the Spanish-America- n
the conclusion that until the obsurdities
reform school, to organize the in the contract were removed it would
board and the work of the school. Su- be
impossible to determine whether it
perintendent of Public Instruction J. would be advantageous to the comE. Clark left this forenoon and will
pany. It was practicable to take this
join the party atEspanola.
position because so far as the eviHunting Season Opens.
dence at this preliminary hearing went
On August 1, the hunting season for
it was not made plain that the condoves opens and prospective nimrods tract had in fact been entered into
should line up at the counter of Game for the reason that modifications had
Warden Thomas P. Gable for hunting been
suggested and requested by the
licenses.
intending purchasers to which there
Killed Cattle In Self Defense.
had been on apparent assent by the
Mounted Policeman Fred Higglns re
company.
ports to Mounted Police Captain Fred j The plaintiffs' demand for a receivFornoff that he arrested Tom Carter er was abandoned.
in Quay county on the charge of killIt is not known at the present time
ing cattle, buti that Carter pleaded whether the parties of the second part
.self defense and was discharged by the to the said contract will contest to
justice of the peace.
such modification of it as will remove
$1,250,000 in Institutional Property.
the uncertainties as to its effect which
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- - ere claimed to exist in it, but negoford is completing an inventory of the tiations have
already been entered
institutions of New Mexico, and with upon at that end.
.
the exception of the Military Institute
of
The
doing and
wrong
charges
still to be heard from, the total foots'
and
mismanagement
misappropriation
up $919,073 for building and $105,525 on
the part of Arthur R. Manby, it is
for real estate, while the value of fur-- ,
conceded were not establishniture and equipment will run the generally
and that in any event
ed
the
by
proofs,
total up to $1,250,000.
into
dwindled
petty irregularities
Injunction Against Manby, et. al., Con- they
which did not injure the company or
tinued.
deAfter a hearing extending over four the stockholders in any appreciable
an
for
the
negotiations
gree. Pending
days, Judge John R. McFie, has con-- j
the
said
of
the
contract,
alteration
tinued the injunction until further orwill not be pressed further on
der of court, to .restrain defendants case
side.
either
..
from disposing of certaingranfc interHuff & Cook of Chicago, and
Messrs.
ests in Taos county, in the case of '
Prescott et. al., vs. A. R. Manby et. al., A. A. Jones of Las Vegas, represented
& May of
the judge making the suggestion that the plaintiffs, and Macbeth
&
Davies
of this
Renehan
and
it may be possible to remove certain Denver,
defendants.
the
represented
city,
in
apparently objectionable features
a
the proposed sale so that all parties! Yesterday Judge McFie. ordered isto
mandamus
of
writ
peremptory
r
may be satisfied.
sue William G. Sarzent, territorial
Other District Court Matters.
Jacobo
The case brought to quiet the title auditor, upon the petition of
re
of
insurance,
Chaves,
superintendent
west
of
to the Caja del Rio grant, just
to approve certain
auditor
the
quiring
for
was
Santa Fe,
hearing
again up
salary warrants given to Peter M.
this afternoon before Judge McFie.
Linau
for services as clerk in the office
O.
Q.
In the bankruptcy case of
of
the
superintendent of insurance.
&
Co
of
Crane
Albuquerque, Judge
& Davies represented Mr.
Renehan
McFie has granted a restraining order
Chaves.
claimed
to prevent the sale of goods
to-b- e
In the case of J. H. Fulmer, Jr., vs.
exempt pending a hearing of the
matter before Judge Ira A, Abbott on Miguel A. Otero, trustee, involving the
question whether or not the
August 18.
motion
the
McFie
Cienega, Houghton and Cartwright
granted
Judge
made in the case of Fulmer vs. Otero, properties, in this city, conveyed to the
brought to quiet title to the Cienega, said trustee by Levi A. Hughes, WilHoughton tract, part of the DeVargas liam H. Pope and H. B. Cartwright and
grant and other property in this vicin- others should be declared to be held
ity, to make Levi A. Hughes and J. in trust for the plaintiff, in which case
;W. Raynolds parties defendant, in or-l- Levi A. Hughes and J. W. Raynolds
that rights granted claimed by filed a motion by Renehan & Davies,
them may be litigated in this suit. The their attorneys, presenting the contencourt directed that they be made
tion that they and others were propanfile
to
be
and
er and necessary , parties defendant
permitted
to the said cause and praying that
swers.
Mandamused Territorial Auditor,
the plaintiff be required to bring them
A writ of mandamus was served to- - in as such, the court yesterday susday Upon Territorial Auditor W. G. tained the said motion and held, that
Sargent directing him to issue wa-- Otero was not trustee solely for the
rants for certain fees on territorial col- benefit of the said Fulmer. but was
lections claimed by the former treasu- trustee as well for the said Hughes,
rer of Bernalillo county. Attorney Gen- Raynolds and others.
eral Frank W. Clancy will prepare an
answer showing why the moneys
JEFFRIES PUTS
should not be paid.
.
Like Japanese School Boy.
UP BIG FORFEIT
Governor Curry has referred the following communication of a Japanese Will Meet Johnson Before Club Offerat Pueblo, to Attorney General Frank
ing the Largest Purse and.
'
IV. Clancy for reply:
Makes Side Bet.
and general manager
Mrv Governor
New York, July 28. James J. Jefof the state of New Mexico.
fries posted a forfeit of $5,000 for a
Dear Sir I am very sorry to fight with Jack Johnson for the heavy
trouble you so much about my own weight championship, stipulating that
business, but as I do not know well, the fight be from 20 to 100 rounds bewhom may I ask my question, I will fore a club offering the largest purse
and that when the articles are signed
ask you any way.
an additional $5,000 be posted, the
766
of
to
one
the
want
I
buy
Then,
toforfeit being as a side bet. Jeffries
lots in Lake wood. New Mexico,
in
766
says he weighs 235 pounds stripped,
farms
of
one
the
with
gether
five
beautiful Holtwood ranch from O. M. will be ready to fight within
for
leaves
He
months.
immediately
Mexico.
Fairchild, Roswell, New
he will do
where
Germany,
Carlsbad,
would
And as I am a Japanese, I
his preliminary training. V
:iike to know, "has Japanese right of
of land forever or not, in BEET SUGAR MANUFACTURE
; possession
:the present law of your state?"
IS PAYING PROPOSITION- to
This Is an important business
Grand Junction, Colo., July 28. A
.know for me, before I buy the land. release of the mortgage on the local
I believe you will be kind to give plant of the Western Sugar and Land
;a responsible answer as quick as you Company, known as the sugar factor
possible.
was filed today in the county court.
The mortgage was given "March 10,
Inquiries From Abroad.
...... Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo 1905, for $300,000, to secure a bond
.'Chaves yesterday received an inquiry issue due in 1923. The company has
redeemed its obligation 14 years before maturity.
(Continued on Page Eight.- -
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HOUSESMAY

$1.25.

It is reiterated about the capitol
that hides had been traded for lum
ber in the preparation of the conferee's report and the low lumber repre
sentatives profess themselves willing
to accept the responsibility of defeat
ing the bill if $1.50 stands. It is not
believed that the report increasing the
House rates on lumber can 'be adopted by the House. It is believed it
would be accepted by the Senate. The
low lumber men believe they have
the strength to cause a
of
the question in conference and secure
a reduction of rate.
The conferees
took up the glove schedule today.
to callers, the President in
sisted that the Senate rates should
be accepted.

Cannon Opposes Reduction on Gloves.
Washington, D. C, July 28. When
the conference adjourned at noon it
was found that the main obstacle to
an agreement on the Senate glove
rates was Speaker Cannon who held
out for the high House rates. It is said
that Payne is with Cannon on this. He
urged a rate of $1.25 on rough lumber,
telling the Senate that he is apprehen
sive of not being able to get the Sen
ate rates through the House, but hopes
the House would accept a compromise.
The conference then agreed to
the lumber schedule.
Memorial to Congress.
Special to The New Mexican.
n

Washington,

D.

C, July

28.

Dele-

gate W. H. Andrews loday presented
various memorials in the House affecting New Mexico legislation.
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Than Two Hundred Fell Into
Clutches of Thaw So New York
Woman Testifies in Court.

Is

White Plains, N. Y., July 28. After
kissing his aged mother, Harry K.
Thaw, today took the stand in his
own behalf and underwent a scorching examination by District Attorney
Jerome with the utmost composure.
Made Even Thaw Blush.
Harry K. Thaw sat in the supreme
court here and heard a woman's tes
tiniony that made his pallid face flush, THRILLING rTdEOF 50 MILES
He saw a pearl handled dog whip ex
hibited and he heard the witness
swear she had seen him wield it on
Breaks Record Trip Made
the bare flesh of girls.-;Thprison
er's wife heard most of the testimony
by His Brother in
which was of such a nature that JusFrance
tice Mills preceded its presentation
with the warning that "no woman
should stay in the court room unless
Washington, July 28. The world's
she is willing to hear everything."
aeroplane record for two men, as to
Two girls left.
both time and distance, whs broken
The witness was Mrs. Susan Mer- last evening, in a beautiful flight of
rill, a buxom woman of about 35 one hour, twelve minutes and forty
years, and she opened a new chapter seconds upward of fifty miles and at
in the life of Stanford White's slayer. a speed averaging about forty miles
She told of alleged acts of his be- an hour, by Orville Wright at Fort
tween 1902 and 1905 when he was a Myer, with Lieutenant Frank P.
bachelor about New York before the Lahni, of the army signal corps as
The former record was
tragedy on the Madison Square roof passenger.
garden that resulted in his being made last year by his brother, Wilplaced in the state asylum for
the bur, joint inventor with him of the
criminal insane from which he is now machine In which both achievements
trying to escape by proving himself were performed, at Lemans, France,
sane.
with Professor Halnlove
of the
Her testimony was in marked con- French institute, as passenger. That
tract to that of two alienists who flight was one hour, nine minutes and
seconds.
Wilbur was an
gave Thaw a clean bill of health, de- thirty-onclaring that in their opinion he was eager spectator of today's flight.
sane.
The cheering which heralded the
She testified that during the three setting of a new mark in the conyears named she kept in succession quest of the air, was led by President
two New York lodging houses where Taft lif person, who had sat an inThaw rented rooms under assumed tensely interested spectator through
names and to which he brought at out the flight. This success was all
various times more than two hundred important to the Wrights in that it
girls. After Thaw's
imprisonment, completed the first of two crucial tests
she said she paid these women at of their machine imposed upon tliem
least $25,000 as the price of their si- by the United States government the
lence and to "keep them from bothendurance test, which reering Thaw's wife or his mother." quired them to remain one hour conOne of them who she said passed as tinuously in the air with one
passenThaw's wife, received $7,000.
The ger. Orville did nearly thirteen minutes better than that and could have
money came from Thaw.
The mysterious package brought to kept on indefinitely three hours and
court yesterday by Clifford W. Hart-ridg- a half, the limit Imposed by the gasoThaw's former counsel, was un- line capacity of the supply tank.
wrapped, and a pearl handled whip
The other test that for speed will
about three feet long was brought be
complied with tomorrow, weather
into view. With this before the eyes
when Orville is to take
permitting,
of the court and spectators, the wo
Lieutenant.. Benjamin Foulois of the
man related a series of stories about
signal corps on a cross country
finding Thaw on several occasions, to Alexandria, Va., and return. flight
lashing the girls upon their bare arms
Orville could have made that flight
and bodies.' Thaw, she said, had
this evening, but it was almost dark
posed as a theatrical agent and had
lured the girls to his rooms
with when at last he alighted, after a
When she flight which would have carried him
promises of engagements.
remonstrated with him, she testified, almost twice across the English chanhis excuse was that the girls "were nel.
not smart enough and could not fill
Poignancy was added to Orville
their positions and deserved a beat Wright's achievement by fhe realizaing." She testified further that Thaw tion that upon his previous attempt
had frequently behaved violently and to navigate the air, with a passenger.
his acts Irra Lieutenant Selfridge was killed and
thffy. she considered
he himself was terribly injured.
,
tional.
President Taft took him warmly by
Evelyn Nesbit Tnaw appeared during the proceedings today, but did not the hand, saying:
"I congratulate you heartily, sir. It
testify. She smiled at Thaw several
times, but he paid no attention to her. was a great exhibition. You came
Aside from Mrs. Merrill's testimony down as easily and gracefully as you
the alienists took .up the remainder went up. You beat the world's re?
of the proceedings and testified in ord."
r
v j,'--.
j
Thaw's behalf. When Dr. Britton D.
"Yes, sir," replied Orville, evidently
Evans, who, in a report two years embarrassed, "I beat my brother's
ago, declared Thaw insane, said today record."
that he had reversed this opinion, this
How did your passenger conduct
gave Mr. Jerome an opportunity for himself? Did he talk to the motor-man?- "
a telling
He
asked the President
"He behaved very well," replied the
brought the wide divergence of the
expert's opinion two years ago and aviator.
now, but Dr. Evans was quick to ex"Well, I congratulate both of you
plain that the report made two years and I thank you for the privilege of
ago was for the private guidance of witnessing such a flight," added the
Thaw's attorneys and contained only President.
such medical evidence as would tend
Until 6 o'clock the prospect of a
to support the contention that Thaw flight
appeared very" slim., A high
was insane at the time.
In other wind had prevailed all the afternoon
words, he admitted that the report and the apparently adverse conditions
was prepared to bolster Thaw's side undoubtedly
kept away many, hunof the case when he was seeking to dreds
pf people who otherwise would
avoid the electric chair. Thaw may have journeyed to Fort Myer. As it
take the stand tomorrow.
was, at least 3,500 people were presAnswering a hail of questions con- ent
,
cerning his motive, sensations, and
Orville Wright signalled for the
actions before and after killing White aeroplane to be trundled to the startand the events of his entire life with ing derrick. Lieutenant Lahm
y
the greatest frankness and clearness,
took his seat in the center of the
Thaw created a most favorable im- machine, next to the
purring motor.
pression. "I believe in acquitting me, It was the place Selfridge took ten
the jury was largely influenced by the months ago. Orville
Wright then
belief that White deserved his fate," took his
place. The aeroplane soared
he said. "I believe a gentleman should
gracefully into the
the
defend his honor, but is not justified ground at 6.36:40. "air, leaving
in committing perjury to escape the
There was an evident sluggishness
consequences "
in the rise of the aeroplane as comThaw then answered that he pared with its ascent when
Wright
thought it possible that White exer- flew alone, but she rose smoothly and
cised a hypnotic influence over Eve- gracefully nevertheless. Never was
lyn Thaw or at least had a strong in there any possible question over buoy-anc- y
fluence over her. He characterized
and equipoise.
Round and
the testimony introduced in the trial j round she went, seventy-fou- r
times
regarding the hallucination of girls! about the great drill grounds 4,000
locked up in his cell, as "rubbish," feet; in circumference sometimes in
saying that he tried to prevent the j shorter circles.
The machine kept
When ( nearly sixty, feet high, save where
testimony being introduced.
asked if his wife reproached him with j some stray current air rocked her
np
lashing women with a jeweled whip Und down. As the hour drew to its
.
as Mrs. Merrill testified and threat-- close, excitement became intense. A
ened a divorce. Thaw ansewer "No," thousand watches were out and eag-brefused to allow his wife to be close excitement became intense. A
called to testify against him. "Did erly scanned.
After the seventieth
you ever write a letter to your wife turn, a great shout went up, automo-contalnin- g
an immoral drawing?" bile horns were tooted and a deafen- -

Orville

Wright

Meets Test
Successfully

'

Melilla, July 28. The Spanish batteries today are bombarding
the
camps of 'he Kabyle tribesmen at the
foot of Mount Guruga, which dominates the entire peninsula. Until the
Moors are dislodged from the mountain, Melilla is constantly threatened.
Facilities for treating the wounded
are utterly inadequate. The theater is
used as a hospital.
Spanish Column Ambushed.
Madrid, July 28. Fighting outside
of Melilla. was resumed yesterday
when General Pinota and several other officers were killed. All details of
the battle on July 23 prove the gravity
of the Spanish situation. The Moors
ambushed a Spanish column in a
killing and wounding 400, Shattered fragments of the column escaped
under the heavy artillery fire of the
gunboat Martin Alonzo Pinzen and the
Melilla forts which fired 2,000 rounds.
Threatened With Pestilence.
Oran, Algiers, July 28. The Spanish camps at Sidi, Mura, and Mount
Atalayou, where the Spanish dead are
interred, where they fell, are threatened with pestilence.
Mob Rule in Barcelona.
Madrid, July 28. Official reports
from Barcelona, much delayed, indi-rat- e
that the city is at the mercy of
the mob. It is said that two notorious
Anarchist leaders led the rioting
which was accompanied by incendiarism and destruction of property. The
convent at Merastas was carried by
ftssault, and the churches and schools
burned.
The strikers destroyed the
railroad outside of Barcelona to pre-- .
the arrival of troops, which were
forced to march overland from
The troops have closed the
headquarters of the strikers. It is
said that the ministry will retire in
favor of a military cabinet to check
the revolution.
Attack Convent.
Madrid, July 28. Barcelona strikers are now attacking the convent of
the Little Sisters of the Poor. Riots
are reported at Alfoi, Rioja and Sara- gossa.
i
Bloodshed at Barcelona.
Madrid, July 28. King Alfor.o this
afternoon proclaimed Biatrial .aw and
the suspension of constitutional guar
antees throughout Spain. The sttik'trs.
at Barcelona held a "house of the people" against the troops for over an
hour and many are wounded. Railroad bridges outside of the 2ity are
? "
burned.
:
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SHERIDAN ARRESTED
FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford
Finds Assistant Treasurer
Short.

a
As
SLAPPED NEGRO WAITER week stated in the New Mexlcon
Charles
Auditor
ago, Traveling

'

.

Situation at Melilla
is Reported to Be

CLASH

The President is said to have declared that he would insist that the
rate on lumber should not go over

er

.

MOOR S

Grave

Washington, D. C, July 28 White
House visitors reported today that the
President is not satisfied with the re
ported agreement of the tariff con
ferees last night by which a rate of
$1.50 a thousand is placed on lumber.

--
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BOMBARD

If

LURED WOMEN
TO HIS DEN PRESIDENT

n

Chief Executive Insists That Four Hundred Men Killed or
Wounded Heavy ArtiK
Senate Rates Be
Adopted.
lery Fire.

j

-

Is

in a Fighting
Mood

$1,250,000

SsiO

SPANISH BA

More

Estate Worth

3

LUMBER

IN DISTRICT COURT IRADE

BIG

NO, J41

Arrested at

Baltimore
and Taken to the
Calaboose.

Washington, July 28. "You can't
arrest me for assault," said Senator

William U. Stone of Missouri, to a
policeman who gently but firmly was
urging him toward a patrol wagon at
the station at Baltimore last night after the Senator had slapped the face
of a negro waiter on .a Pennsylvania
dining car. "I take exception to the
remarks of the gentleman from Missouri," replied the policeman and the
Senator was taken to jail, where he
was later released on his own recognizance. According to the Senator,
he emtered the dining car on his way
from Philadelphia to Washington and
ordered a dinner and a drink of
whiskey. Because the waiter, Lawrence J, Brown brought a short chaser instead of a long glass of water as
ordered the Senator rebuked him. After
waiting a weary time in vain for the
dinner ordered, the Senator again rebuked the waiter adding sundry epithets and a whole-soule- d
slap delivered with a mighty right. The Pullman porter attempted, to interfere
and was greeted with a flood of Senatorial eloquence embracing his past,
present and future. When the train
reached Baltimore the Waiter secured
two policemen and had Stone arrested
charged with assault. He will have
a hearing at 3 o'clock this afternoon.

V. Safford had found the books of the
assistant treasurer of Sandoval county short when he last inspected the

books of that county. The shortage
was small amounting altogether to

not more than

$800.

District

Attor-

ney Klock was notified and the necessary steps were taken which led to J.
J. Sheridan's arrest. Sheridan was
also deputy sheriff and it is alleged
that he owes Sheriff Corenelio Sandoval something like $500. It is believed
that Sheridan will explain the shortage and will make good whatever he
owes. .' "

COST

PIC-NI- C

HER $1,000
Mrs. James
111., July 28.
Williams, gave a family dinner
which cost $1,000 last night. When
the family started on a picnic she
placed the family strbne box contain
ing $1,000 in 'bills and notes in the
oven of the kitchen stove. Returning,
she built a fire in the stove and cook
ed her dinner. When she remembered the box everything was1 consumed
but a $20 bill.
Kewanee,

A.

DIED

FROM HEAT IN WYOMING.

Sundance. Wvo.. .Tulv 28. Benia- min Storts, aged 50 years, was overcome by the sun while working in a
hay field and died a few hours later.
The deceased was a pioneer of this
section of the state, having settled
in Crook county in 1880.

e

e

e,

'
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(Contlnued on Page Eight.)
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The Big Stoire

1

thod there must be
Rood will and mutual friendliness
between us. Prices
must be lower than
elsewhere. But
quality too must bo
13

H1HHT,

We must be un to

the hour

'WJ

in style

we show, if we misrepresent we drift
away from you mid
you away from us.
We carry the largest
linn nf lOllllv to
, wear clothlnpr of the
s
reiiM ttlt w 11 iv &x
iSOHFFNKR
MARX Olothes In
New Mexico. Also

nothing liken in
This Department Is
just as well orgaboys and children's.

Haber-- d

One

fishery such as
Men's lints, shirts,
under wear, and
neckwear complete

of all the latest designs. We trust we
shall have the pleasure of serving you
when ever you are

ready. Remember
thnt toour
prices
equal the eastern
market, We do the
thinking for your
benefit

On

rt

'

.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.!
MONEY TO LOAN

and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Win. FARArj

at SALMON Store
,

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco

i

Street.
The largest and the only

Phone 10s
store In Santa Fe.

TV
3 CARS FLOUR 3
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy

Whole Body a Mass of Raw, TorHair All Fell Out
turing Humor
and Ears Seemed Ready to Drop
thing
Would Stick to
Flesh
Hoped Death
Bleeding
Would End Fearful Suffering.

Who seizes me,
For I am fortune,
Luck, and fate
The corner stone
Of what is great
In man's accomplishment.
But I am none of these
To him who does not seize;
I must be caught,
If any good Is wrought
Out of the treasure I possess.
Oh, yes,
I'm 'Opportunity;
I'm great;
I'm sometimes late,
But do not wait for me;
Work on,
Watch on,
Good hands, good heart,
And some day you will see
Out of your effort rising
OPPORTUNITY.

111
P 101 IT

1

will

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
"
Corn Aleal
WE CONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA

FE

Winter Grocery Co,
Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

Established 1856.

BROTHERS

CASE SEEMED HOPELESS
BUT CUTICURA CURED HER

COMPANY

"Words cannot describe the terrible

eczema I suffered with. It broke out
on my head and kept spreading until it
covered my whole body. I was almost
a solid mass of sores from head to foot.
1 looked more like a piece of raw beef
than a human being. The pain and
agonv I endured seemed more than I
could bear. Blood and pus oozed from
the great sore on my scalp, from under
my finger nails, and nearly all over my
body. My ears were so crusted and
swollen I was afraid they would break
off. Every hair in my head fell out.
1 could not sit down, for my clothes
would stick to the raw and bleeding
flesh, making me cry otit from the pain.
My family doctor did all he could, but
1 got worse and worse.
My condition
was awful. I did not think I could live,
and wanted death to come and end my
sufferings.
frightful
" In this condition
ipy mother-in-labegged me to try the Cuticura Remedies. I said I would, but had no hope
of recovery.
But oh, what blessed relief I experienced after applying Cuticura Ointment. It cooled the bleeding
and itching flesh and brought me the
first real sleep I had had in weeks. It
was as grateful as ice to a burning
I would bathe with warm
tongue.
water and Cuticura Soap, then apply
the Ointment freely. I also took Cuticura Resolvent for the blood. In a
short time the sores stopped running,
the flesh began to heal, and I knew I
was to get well again. Then the hair
on my head began to grow, and in a
short time I was completely cured.

1

ESALE & RETAIL

DRY

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

'"'

P O Box

wish I could tell everybody who has
eczema to use Cuticura. My condition
was so terrible that what cured me
cannot fail to cure anybody of this
awful disease.
If any one doubts the
truth of this letter, tell them to write
to me. Mrs. Wm. Hunt, 135 Thomas
St., Newark, N. J., Sept. 28, 1908."
Cuticura Soap. Ointment and Resolvent (liquid
or pills) nro gold throughout the world. Potter
Drue Chem. Corp., Sole Props.. Boston. Mass.
ey.Mailed Fret, Latest Cuticura Skin Book.

Miguel county: Pelia Perea, aged 30
1 1 Los
Conchas, and Jose R. Ducero,
aged 40, also of Las Conchas; Florinda
Queritana, aged 18 and Filiberto Chaves, aged 33, both of Sabinasa.
Shot His Rival in the Nose After
a dance at Raton last Saturday night
Daniel XJrioste and Manuel Galisia
had an encounter during which Galisia whipped out a revolver and shot
Urioste through the nose, so that the
latter will probably lose that adjunct
of his physiognomy. Both have been

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

'try our

8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

I

Jewelry, Silverware,
rated China. Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods,

rtit7
3. SpilA

JEWELER

AT5

OOIC'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

CITY.

Ground Alfalfa

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Hour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE
CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER
F0RKIT0AE
PAINTING &
REPAIRING

arrested.

ATTRACTIVE SIGHS

110 Guadalupe
St.

ALL KINDS A STYLES

)

1UR

entire country

is

waking up to the fact
that nothing else is as conducive to health and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in the

Post-offic-

house.

Most progressive

families are adding it to

Marriage License Granted The following marriage licenses have been
granted by the probate clerk of San

their homes.
The

fife
J4

Majestic Range

1

gives more hot water, with
less fuel, than any other range.

ri

eat'

WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-

stipation.

IN THE

International Stock Food

Ample hot water for both
bath and fo'fcien.

,

MANUFACTURER

Phone 36

SOLE AGENTS FOR

':,,!,

HOW'S THIS?

HALF CENTURY

lea
Also Good fot Chickens

e
Salary Raises in Albuquerque
The salaries of five letter carriers in the Albuquerque postofflce
have been raised from $1,000 to
the salary of two clerks from
$1,000 to $1,100; one from $900 to
$1,000; and one from $600 to $800 a
year.

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.

A

HOUSE

I cannot oraise Cuticura enough. I

'j

FOR

219.

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

$1,-10-

CALL AfiD SEE FOR YOURSELF

goods

w

Pleaded Guilty to Robbery James
Moore pleaded guilty at Raton to robbing the Pollak jewelry store at Trln-- '
Idad, Colorado, and will be taken back
to Colorado for trial.
Young Man Killed A young man,!
aged apparently seventeen, was run
down and killed by a train on the
Rock Island between
Romero
and
Wagoner, Quay county, a few days
ago.
Boys Arrested for Breaking
dows James Ordam, Edward
chez and Berniclo Cordova, were ar
rested at Albuquerque yesterday for
throwing a stone through the window
of the house of Adelina Chaves.
Wedding at Albuquerque At the
church of the Immaculate Conception
at Albuquerque yesterday, William
Beauchamp, an Albuquerque plumber,
and Miss Margaret Burgess, daughter
of Mrs. B. Ruppe, were married.
Two Weddings at Raton At Raton
a few days ago, Robert E. Smith, a
railroader, was married to Miss Ollie
H. Smith, daughter of Dolan B. Smith.
Mrs. Anastasio Pera and Jose Jaramil-l- o
were married at Raton by Justice of
the Peace Thompson.
Fined for Fighting Joseph Ramey,
a printer, and Edward Fisher were
hailed into court at Raton on the
charge of raising a disturbance. Ramey
pleaded guilty and Fisher did not, but
nevertheless, the latter was $10 and
COStS,

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAI

Off-Clo-

.

I

I

n

fate
'

"

OF ECZEMA

IIP.

'

nized as Hnule Nam's

Navy.

RDUDD

OPPORTUNITY.

The success of our
biiHiness fl e p e n il
upon tho confidence
that buyers have In
us and in our me-

A N

DIM

Yes,
I am Opportunity.
But, say, young man,
Don't wait tor me
To come to you,
You buckle down
To win your crown,
And work with head
And heart and hands,
As does the man
Who understands
That those who wait,
Expecting some reward from fate,
Or, luck, to call it so,
Sit always in the wayback row.
And yet
You must not let
Me get away when I show up.
The golden cup
Is not for him who stands,
With folded hands,
Expecting me
To serve his inactivity.
I serve the active mind,
The seeing eye,
The ready hand
That grasps me passing by,
And takes from me
The good J hold
For every spirit
'
Strong and bold.
He does not wait

GOOD WILL

riKht,

THE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 1909.

WOOD-DAVI-

Phone

C
CO.

No 14

"

fc,

ATI

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

Sat ibbsT alciim

Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

G5

ZOOIC'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

"
OF THE INTERIOR,
Indian Affair. Washington. M. (J.
Healed
for letting grazing
privilege on the Jlrurrllla Indian Keser- vatlon. New Mexico, unlr the .permit
pyBtem, will be received at tne umce 01
the OominlxNloner of Indian A f airs, Washo'clock, p, m., on
ington I, 0.. until two
Monaay, Augunt 30, 1909, and will be inline- In the presence of
hereafter
opened
dlately
hucU bklers as may attend. Mays uhowlng
ot
the reservation aud all
the location
necessary Information may be obtained on
the
application to the Superintendent ofMex-Jlcarrllla Indian School, lmlce, New
i
ico, K. . VALENTINE. (ionunlSHloner.

MAKES RAPID

DEPARTMENT

Office of

'

:
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Add This

HEADWAY.

THE AUTOCRAT
OF THE RANGE

Fact to Your Store of

Knowledge.
Kidney disease advances so rapidly
that many a person is firmly In its
grasp before aware of Its progress.
Prompt attention should be given the
slightest symptom of kidney disorder.
If there Is a dull pain In the back,
headaches, dizzy spells' or a tired,
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is
Irregular and atdark,
tended with pain, procure a good kidney remedy at once.
recommend
Your
townspeople
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read the statement of this Santa Fe citizen:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling
Burrows & Co.'s drug store and used
them for Mains in my back which
had troubled me at intervals for three
'years. Doan's Kidney Pills brought
prompt relief and proved so satisfac
tory that I willingly gave a public
statement In their favor. Now, after
two and a half years have passed. I
gladly confirm every word oj that
I can add that I have
testimonial.
Doan's
used
Kidney Pills, giving
since
the ma more thorough trial and have
received the greatest possible benefit.
I know that this remedy is a sure cure
for backache and kidney complaint"
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-ilbdr- n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United

The Sheep Shearer for Whose Serv
ices Ranchmen Pay $10
a Day.

men have "good chuck."
Being an
independent citizen, who makes good
wages and never wants for work, the
sheep shearer is apt to demand the
best the market affords. Not getting
it, he will "roll his bed and hit the
trail," and Mr. Sheep Owner must
look elsewhere for one to take the
heavy coats off his panting flocks.
Boys Pick Up the Fleece.
With a crew of first class shearers
working In a shearing shed It Is not
long until the floor is a sea of wool.
Boys are kept busy picking up the
fleeces, tying them into compact bundles and throwing them to the men
who have been assigned the task of
filling the wool sacks. These sacks,
which hold about 100 pounds, are suspended In a wooden framework, and
as fast as the fleeces are thrown Into
the big bags they are tramped down
until the sacks will hold not a pound
more. Most of the sacks are shipped
to warehouses in such wool centers
us Casper, Wyo.. or Billings. Mont.,
the latter place being the greatest
wool shipping center in the world.
Here they are sold to eastern buyers
who examine the clips at their leisure
and make their bids.
The wool growers of the West are
building more warehouses, and this
year a condition similar to that in
the tobacco districts of Kentucky
threatens to obtain. The wool men
are storing their clips in the new
warehouses and have agreed to hold
he season's clip for higher prices.
Some of the weaker-heartemembers,
have begun to sell, however,
and
there are rumors of a course of "discipline" similar to that, which has set
the night riding districts in a

at

-"

shearers must be housed and fed, and
the sheepman sees to It that tents or
bunkliousus are put up, and that the

New Mexico Military Institute
NEW MEXICO.
of the Southwest1
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
ROSWELL,

The West Point

in the San Fran
"A."
claco Chronicle.)
Through Academic course, preparing young
The nation's wool harvest Is on In
men for college or for bulnea life. Great
the West, the greater part of the
amount of open air work. Healtblets location
shearer's work In the sheep states is
of any Military School In the Union. Located
done, and the warehouses are bulging
with the big wool sacks.
n the beautiful Pecoa Valley
the garden
The shearers who gather this enorspot of the West at an elevation of 3,70
mous harvest form an Important,
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
though little known, feature of WestIttie rain or snow during session.
ern life. Everybody knows about the
Eleven Offlcers'and Instructors, all graducowboy, and there is more or less
ates from star.dard eastern colleges. Ten
knowledge of the life and duties of
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
the lonely sheep herder; but the
and modern lr all respects.
sheep shearer has come on the scene
REGENTS E.. A. Caboon, President; W
so quietly that few persons realize the
Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
G,
Important role he is playing.
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Treasurer;
In order to get an idea of the ImA Fllyan
portance of the sheep shearer's work,
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
one must take a glance at the tremendous growth of the sheep Industry
I address.
COL. IAS. W. WILLtON,
in the big states or the West. Wyoover
4,600,000
has
Superintendent
ming
something
Montana,
sheep within its borders.
which held the record until last year
million sheep. Then comes
has 4
Idaho with 21-million, and Oregon
with two million sheep, and so on
down the list, until the nation's total
reaches the astonishing amount of
40 million sheep, four-fifth- s
of which
are west of the Missouri river.
To harvest the wool from such an
States.
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
Remember the name Doan's and enormous number of backs is somebuildings, including two dormitories one for men and
take no other.
thing that calls for expert shearers
men who can handle the big shears
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructor the machine clippers with a skill
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
The
ors, especially educated and trained for their respecTHE
Connection made wita Automobile that comes from long practice.
must
be done at the right
tive departments.Dlts students are yearly increasing
line at Torrance for Roswell daily, shearing
IREMEDIts!
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- time of year. If the wool Is clipped
in numbers.
too early, the sheep suffers from cold
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Some ideas of the fortunes at stake
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- If the shearing comes too late, the
in the wool business can be gathered
College of Letters and
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- sheep suffers from intense heat, and
In
from
the fact that the total wool proeither case is bound to lose weight
Sciences, Engineering,
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
con- duct of the country last
year was
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance and value. To meet the exacting
Education, Preparatory
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and ditions, a class of men has risen pe- valued at $78,263,165.
Commercial.
to
business.
the
culiar
sheep shearing
The sheep shearer will be a fixture
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autosouthIn
start
shearers
These
work
of Western life longer than the cow
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
ern California, Utah, Middle Califor- boy, for the reason that the restric
manager, Automobile Line.
For all Coughs and Colds,;
nia, etc. Another month finds them tion of the public range does not necbusy in the great sheep states of Wy- essarily interfere with his calling. As
Diarrhoea, both in children and
Thirty-FivYears.
Over
In 1872 there was a great deal of oming, Montana, Idaho and Oregon, long as the Western states continue
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
at reasonable rates
Stomach Complaints.
diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera In- where they find steady employment to contribute most of the nation's
President W. G. TIGHT,
Address
fantum. It was at this time that until July, when they go to the rang- wool crop, these picturesque and
There is no more efficient
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
and es of Canada. In this way the shear- hardy characters will continue to
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Liniment and Medicated Oil
ers
all
and
the
was
keep
busy
Diarrhoea
year,
first
nearly
roam
brought
Remedy
up and down the country, keepthan the INTERNATIONAL
Into use. It proved more successful at high wages. In fact, they are the ing pace with the seasons.
than any other remedy or treatment, most prosperous class of wage earnand has for thirty-fiv- e
years maintain- ers in the West, as a good shearer
TAFT POSTPONES
ed that record. From a small begin- will average about $10 a day.
fiTbese remedies can be found
The Champion Sheep Shearer.
ning Its sale and use has extended to
VISIT TO WEST
The champion shearer of the Unievery part of the United States and
For Sals by all Druggist and
to many foreign countries. Nine drug- ted States is C.
whose He Will Reach Denver a
Month Later
Dealer In Medicinal
gists out of ten will recommend It record of 320 sheep sheared in eight
Than Had Been Anticipated and
when their opinion Is asked, although hours, made at Two Dot, Montana,
There is Much Disappointment.
they have other medicines that pay several years ago, has never been
Denver,
Colo., July 28. Because
them a greater profit. It can always equalled. It takes a man of Iron conof
the
continued tariff debate In
long
Compounded Solely, By
be depended upon, even in the most stitution to be a successful sheep
TO
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
severe and dangerous cases. . For sale shearer, as the. work is very exhaust- Congress and the absolute impossi
of
of
that
bility
speedy
adjournment
by all druggists.
ing, owing to the fact that the shearOF NEW MEXICO.
er has to remain In a stooping posi- body, President Taft will not be the
Con
If yon wan: anything on earth tn tion during the entire operation
of guest of the
Cantral New Mexico
In Denver the first
meets
which
gress
a New Mexican want "ad."
Is
a
great
removing a fleece. There
variation in the weight of fleece also, part of August, according to a dis- Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
which has its effect on the shearer's patch from Washington last night,
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
work. Some sheep, such as those off which states that the president's itin
the best ranges In Oregon, Montana erary for his Western trip has been re- . MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
vised, making his visit in Denver fall
and Wyoming, will average an
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
fleece, full of natural oil, upon Tuesday, September 21. He will
and all Foreign Countries.
while sheep from the more sterile, remain in Colorado three days and
alkaline ranges of New Mexico will leave the state from some one of the
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
not average much over five pounds of Western lope towns on the evening of
wool.
Friday, the 24th, via the Denver & Rio
There are many Mexicans among Grande.
Although President Taft will receive
the expert shearers who follow this
new calling in the West. Mexicans one of the most hearty welcomes of
are natural sheepmen and make good his life at the hands of the people of
ECONOMY, at the expense
herders as well as shearers. They Denver, and will be the guest of
are particularly expert with the Thomas Walsh, one of the prime mov
of quality, is extravagance.
shears, though this form of clipping ers of the
Congress,
Is felt
Is being done away with, owing to the keenest disappointment
The "Howard" is a piano
the Installation of power plants for among the members of the congress
of quality, but economy in
machine shearing. These plants are over the necessary absence of the
Installed at various points on the chief executive from their sessions.
in its construction is pracPINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
great sheep ranges. Long sheds are Not only will President Taft he missand shafting extends down ing from among the
erected
BUGGIES,
ticed by eliminating costly
both sides of the shearing place. delegates that were expected to be In
Twenty or more shearers will be attendance, but scores of Western senornamentation.
is modlined up in one of these sheds, each ators and congressmen as well will be
man operating a clipping machine forced to remain In Washington-Movemeest, but refined; plain, but
The
connected with the shafting.
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
to Change Date of Congress
solid and reliable. Fully
sheep are brought in from the range
Denver, Colo., July 28. Letters were
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right
In bands of 2,500 or more and are received
by Secretary Arthur Francis
warrantsd by us.
shearin
the
the
corrals
put
adjoining
of the Congress, from Senators NewIng sheds. Then they are driven down land, Clapp and Heyburn, Inclosing
chutes to the shearers. A brawny their regrets. The senators from ColoCash or Payments
shearer reaches into a small corral rado will neither or them be In attendbehind him and pulls out a big sheep. ance A movement was put on foot
With a dexterous fling the animal Is
yesterday among the members, when
put In a sitting posture, between the it was learned that there was no hope
shearer's knees, and then the cold of Taft
at the session
steel beslns cllDDine off the wool of the being present
Congress, to
.
San Francisco St.
The machine knives shear close to .
momhara n. tha,
the skin, but there Is comparatively executive
committee, however, promptlittle blood letting. It Is estimated
declared
such a movement imposly
that machine shearing will save much sible, as the date was fixed Irrecovably
to
527 San Francisco Street
wool, on account of getting closer
at the last meeting in San Francisco.
the skin of the sheep and shearing
Secretary Francis declared last
more evenly. In fact, some sheep
Conthat the
night
of
owners say the Increased weight
in
the
of
gress,
protracted sesspite
their fleece at each shearing Is enough
OF
sion of Congress, will not suffer for a
to pay, the extra expense of running
lack of representative prominent men.
a power plant.
There is no need of changing the date,
How the Sheep Are Handled.
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
he
declared and the
sheared
After one sheep has been
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
the shearer flings the animal back Congress will meet as planned. There
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
in
will
attendance
be
3,000
delegates
in the corral, and seizes another, and
convention
the
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women thus he continues at work all day, and the personnel of
seldom straightening his back, except will represent the biggest men of the
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
to take a drink of water. This habit West. With the possible exception of
of working long hours with nothing the recent Democratic national convenCollege courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
to say has made the sheep shearer as tion, the sessions of the congress will
comprise the greatest body of promitaciturn as the sheep herder.
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and m Household EcoAs fast as the sheep are turned out nent national figures that has ever asnomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculby the shearers the animals are run sembled in Denver.
Encampment Will Also Suffer.
along a narrow chute and each one
'
O. A. R, encampment at Salt
The
of the finest
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
is branded. This process consists of
ConLake
the
National
and
Irrigation
with
a
the
animal
marking
stamping
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
brush. :, The mark remains on the, gress at Spokane, will also suffer from
ALL OF THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS OITY.
fleece and is always easy to distin- the change in the president's Itinerary,
for self support.
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
guish. Not only is it superior to cat- as both events will take place in
For Catalogue and further information address the President
tle branding in that it is painless, August Taft was expected to have
mmINSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
but it is impossible for any one to been) in attendance at both. Not the
least important stop on the president's
change the brand.
The shearing' season on the plains tour will be the visit at Montrose on
is much like the threshing season the occasion of the opening of the Gun- Agricultural College, N. Mex.
In ' agricultural
The nlson tunnel.
communities.
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Reports from Mexico Indicate that
the people of that republic are getting tired of the Diaz regime. While
it is admitted that the aged president
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
of the neighboring republic has made
his nation strong,
has maintained
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
peace and that his stern rule has as
Attorney-at-Law- .
sured stability and prosperity, yet, his
New Mexico
methods have been tyrannical, his Santa Fe
hand oppressive and he has ridden

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year.....
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

WELL DONE!
with a distinct sensation

WHERE

$2.75

shod over
his way. It has
1.00
rule from start
75
fore, the declining

those who stood in
been an autocratic
to finish and thereclays of the old soldier are embittered by uprisings
against his authority. His passing
may bring disorder and bloodshed,
is sent to
but it will also bring wider liberties,
circulation greater equality and more independence.

The First National Bank
OF SANTA FE.

The'oldest bankirg institution in New Mexico. Established
in 1670.
R. J. PALEN, President,
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

H

EDWARD C. WADE,

2.00 rough

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

J A. HUGHES,

one-hal- f

New Mexico

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

Attorney-at-Law-

I
;

example
The story is well told, for his fellows,
West.
Colonel Twitchell has a lucid style; which will make them discontented,
to
he knows how to interest and to con- unhappy and tempt them to strain
at
vince and his style and plan of treat- keep up an appearance of wealth,
their
integsacrifice
of
the
possible
ment may well serve as a model for
the future historian of the Southwest. rity and virtue."
One-hal- f
of the book is given over
to biographical sketches of those who
It was just a hundred years ago that
loomed prominently in the history of the first steamboat plowed its way up
the period covered. These sketches the Hudson. No one dreamed then
bring out many thrilling incidents for of the development of steam navigawhich no place was found in the reg' tion that has been attained today, In
ular narration of the events which a quarter of a century or so after
formed their setting, and which to wards, the first steamer crossed the
the people of Santa Fe especially, will ocean. It is less than a hundred years
recall the stirring days of which this ago that the first steam railway was
city and its people were the heart
built but how mightily its construcJhe book is one that should find tion affected the near future, Who
a place in every Mew Mexico home therefore, can predict what the status
that should be read aloud in every of aerial navigation will be a quarter
school room; that should be in the of a. century hence? Enough, that
hands of every boy and girl who can this year has seen the triumph of
read. No youth need to be driven to the principle underlying heavier than
read it, for its appearance is so at- air flying machines, as well as of
tractive and its style so interesting, the dirigibility of lighter than air
that none will lay it down without balloons, and there is opened a vista
reading it and picking it up again to of possibilities and even probabilities
finish. The New Mexican understands that is astounding and which will asthat the edition is limited and those suredly follow the development of
desiring the book should write the aerial navigation.
author at once, enclosing $2.50. The
hook is worth every cent of it. As
The spectacle of the sessions of
far as the author is concerned, he the Western Federation of Miners at
will not he repaid in coin of the realm which the
delegates call each other
for his labors which have extended liars and
and accuse each
grafters,
for over a quarter of a century in other of having sold out to corporagathering the material for the his tions, seems to be proof of the suspl-ciotory. However, he must feel well
that greed, selfishness, anarchy
compensated by the place the work and socialism are the mainsprings of
has given him for all time in the lit- the organization which has caused so
erary annals of the Southwest.
much mischief in the west and is the
The volume is dedicated "To the real cause of the decline of mining
memory of Lawrence L. Waldo, who in so many districts. The decent
lost his life by the assassin's bullet, miners should organize a new union,
at Mora, New Mexico, on the first one that is higher In its principles,
day of the Mexican uprising, January that stands for decency and justice
19, 1847. He was a pioneer upon the and that does not flaunt itself before
Trail, and, the public as a protector of crime and
old Santa
in all his business and social rela- tho criminal.
tions, was the true concept of a genThe sovereign state of Pennsylva
tleman. Although a noncombatant,
he was a martyr, to the march of nia, next to New York the most popAmerican progress and civilization." ulous and wealthiest, is to the front
The New Mexican will at a later again with strike riots and disturbdate, give the volume a more detailed ances that have called out the state
review and looks eagerly forward to constabulary. It is part of the penalty that must he paid for greatness and
the appearance of subsequent
ters of the long hoped for "History of for wealth. But it also illustrates that
lawlessness may be attributes of
New Mexico."
people living in states and endowed
all the rights of citizenship,
with
the
warden,
territorial
game
The
while
these rights are denied the
rangmounted police and the forest
g
citizens of New Mexico.
in
apheartily
ers should
prehending the miscreants who dynaOf course, Mark Twain is a gay old
mite streams for the sake of securing
bird and was still gayer in his youth,
labor.
least
the
with
fish
of
mess
a
but no one thought he would sue a
There is hardly a punishment severe former
stenographer for the return
whatever
but
the
crime,
fit
enough to
a
house
of
he had permitted her to
nnnlshment the law does prescribe
in
and generous
thoughtless
acquire
the
guilty
should be Inflicted upon
moments. Fie, lie, Sam:
without
mercy,
and
swiftly

The man who drops dead in a saloon waiting for a cocktail may be
no worse than the man who dies in
his church pew or on his bed, but it
leaves a bad impression to have it
told in a newspaper, and may jar the
finer sensibilities of mother or wife
or children. As death is apt to come
to man at any moment, for the salte
of appearances and the feelings of
relatives men should spend as little
time in the saloon as their bad habits
and their ingrown weakness will permit, lest it be told of them in the
newspapers as it was yesterday of
the El Paso business man who dropped dead while in a saloon waiting
for a Manhattan cocktail.

.
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I!lPfljiCEHOTEL
W'l-LIA-

VAUGHN PROP,

M

One of the

Best Hotel in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

WILLIAM McKEAN,

....

Attorney-at-Law- .

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

C. W. G. WARD,
'

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.

Las Vegas

-

-

-

New Mexice

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLANS

M. C. MECHEM,
Attorney-at-Law- .

New Mexico

Tucumcari

I

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberta,

Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Raton, N.

Offices:

M.,

HOTEL

and Trini'

J. E LACOME

dad, Colorado.

It does not seem difficult to

find a

cause for typhoid fever. The latest
reason assigned for an epidemic is
the eating of bad potatoes. A walk
along Santa Fe's more primitive
streets, or even from the Plaza to
the Capitol by the most direct route
will reveal more latent causes for all
sorts of epidemics than any civilized
city authorities should tolerate. At
least two of the causes are apparent
and big enough each to furnish New
York and Philadelphia with as large
and virulent epidemics as they ever
had. But what is a human life among

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Elk. Santa Fe, N. M.
5

Proprietor
CommodiW Sample fycm
-

Long Distance Telephone Station.

I

GEORGE . BARBEh,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices In the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Nevr Mexico
Lincoln County

Steam Heated: Electric

r

friends?

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

IN CONNECTION

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

CATRON & GUKTNER,

It is rather strange that no inventory of the Capitol has been taken
before but it is not too late to do
this now, and not only of the Capitol
but of every territorial institution
and building. It is a negligent busi
ness man or property owner who
does not possess an inventory of his
property. Least of all, can any terri
torial, or county or municipal government be excused from not taking
such an inventory and making a per
manent record of every piece of property and furniture and equipment
that is its property.

Attorneys and
Office:

Counaellors-at-Law-

.

Catron Block.
New Mexico

Santa Fe

Kunsonthe European Plan!

H. R. PUTNAM,
'
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
New Mexico
Texico
i

! CORONADO

It la reassuring to be told
President Taft has no desire to dispense with the services of men like
Pinchot and Newell. They both laid
the foundations for a great policy, in
fact, the most far reaching activities
of the government since it was founded. They are big men and able and
the nation is getting far more than its
money's worth for the salaries it it
paying them. They are of the stamp
that would command ten to twenty
times as much remuneration if hired
for private employment
and then
wouldn't get what they are worth.

At Las Vegas and other places, the
praiseworthy work of fining people
who permit their livestock to run at
large and damage neighbors' fields
and gardens, goes merrily on, and
there are prospects that in due time,
every owner of livestock, from cats
and dogs to cows and horses, will keep
them safely anchored In some corral
or stable.
Some day, similar ordt
nances will be enforced in Santa Fe,
but until then those who maintain
lawns and orchards and gardens will
continue to have a hard time of it.
To fly from Calais to Dover, Is
equivalent to flying from Santa Fe to
the upper Pecos, and as the trick
across the English channel was done
in less than half an hour, there Is
hope that soon a man can start for
the Pecos after breakfast and come
home with a mess of trout for din
ner. It Is sure that the airship route
will prove far more popular than
the burro route via Indian Creek
?

Electric Light, Hot and.
Cold Baths.

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

ISanta Fe, New Mexico.

Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro

Santa

RATES SOc. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 60cAND76o
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

1.60

THE HOTEL NORMANPIE

Draftsman,

J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER AG
t
DINING ROOM w CCNNSCXIOIT
Tsrxaxe
SANTA! Ft, N. M.

Fe, N. M.

made of official

township,
Copies
mineral and grant
small holding,
plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
grant papers and other public records
on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's

kctbl

office.

KODAKS & PHOTO

OSTEOPATHY

-

SUPPLIES
We Make
Specialty of

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 D. m. 'Phone 156.

f

a ART MURES

AI MING

OEVELOPING'PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.

"tend for Catalogue
Mail orden given prompt attention.
HOWLAND 6V DEWEY COMPANY,
510 3. Broadway, Las Angeles, Cei''

and
Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy Would Have
Saved Him $100,00.
"In 1902 I had a very severe attaclt
of diarrhoea," says R. N. Farrar of
Cat Island, La., "For several weeks I
was unable to do anything. On March
18, 1907, I had a similar attack, and
took Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
arid Diarrhoea Remedy wbicn gave
T PfltlRtdpr
Vollof
It ATI A
U.
of the best medicines of its kind la,
the world, and had I used it In 1902
believe It would have spved me a hun dred dollar doctor's bill. Sold by all
...
. .
druggists.

Chamberlain's

f

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

R. W. WITTMAN,

hotel

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop,

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
for the Third
TJ. S. Commissioner
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexln
Las Cruces
that Eastern and local bank references.

trail.

S75.000

-

Land and Mining business a spe
cialty.
The rattlesnake is not a desirable Santa Fe
New Mexico
neighbor. It is never counted an attraction and if it possesses any useHOLT & SUTHERLAND,
fulness, it has not been discovered.
Attorneys-at-LaDuring the past year there have been
Practlo in the District Courts as
several deaths in New Mexico from
rattlesnake bite and quite a number well as before th Supreme Court of
of persons have been bitten who had the Territory.
New Mexico
narrow escapes from serious conse- Las Cruces
quences.
Every effort should be
made therefore, to stamp out this
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
reptile. In fact, there should he bounAttorney-at-Law- .
ties offered for the extermination of
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
rattlesnakes as there are for the kill- trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
ing of the other wild animals of the Socorro
New Mexico
range.

now-a-day-

-

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sell bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and ; foreign : exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts' of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time (deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent.The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

E. C. ABBOTT,

of dollars.

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

Ofllces.

Las Cruces

A, H. BRODHEAD,

Vice President.

in the District and SuThe nest of frame outhouses
and
sheds and remnants of board fences preme Courts. Prompt and careful
in the very heart of the closely built attention given to all business.
New Mexico
tip block bounded by the east side of Santa Fe
the Plaza should be removed, if not
by property owners then by the city
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
authorities. They are unsightly unA. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davie,
sanitary and a fearful menace In case
Attorneys-at-Law- .
of fire. It, will cost the city authoriPractice in thf Supreme and Dis
ties nothing to be of service to the trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
community in matters of that kind specialty. Office in Catron Block.
and will help to realize the dream Santa Fe
New Mexico
of a beautiful, clean, sanitary Santa
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
Fe. It may also save insurance com(Late Surveyor General)
panies and property owners thousands

VANITY REIGNS.

The statement is made that the avIt was
woman could buy the dresses
erage
of joy and satisfaction that the editor
by the ultra rich for less
displayed
leafed the first volume of "The Milwhat they cost the memthan
itary Occupation or New Mexico" by bers of the four hundred and that for
Ralph Emerson Twitchell that came the simple reason that the wives of
to his hand and the words of Brooks millionaires
are hard pay. Considercame to his mind: "Duty makes us
suits of dressmakers
the
ing
frequent,
do things well, but love makes us and milliners for the
price of some
The book
do them beautifully."
or hat they have furnished some
gown
be
so
it
is
done
beautifully,
society member, there must be conviewed from the literary, the his- siderable truth in the assertion. And
torical or the mechanical standpoint, still,
of
according to the
that it certainly must have been a the dressmaker who suedtestimony
Mrs. George
work of love. The design of the cov- Law to recover
$5,000 for a dress or
er is orginal and striking, and this rather a "Paris
creation," furnished
covthe
of
editorial
speaks
the dressmakers occasionally
her,
er first, because it seems to give a have considerable
preliminary fun
key to the work, which few covers before collecting the bill, for the
do
It is printed in plaintiff
greatly amused the court
bronze on brown and is illumined with a recital of how Mrs. Law took
with a color print of an encounter her to the theater and to the Louvre
between frontiersmen and Mexican and had her
copy the dresses of actregulars, done in brilliant colors. The resses and famous women, and kissed
book is well printed on good, heavy and
complimented her because of the
paper, and the illustrations are many admirable
reproductions she made. No
and valuable, some of them being reOrison Swett Marden writes
wonder,
productions of priceless old prints in Success Magazine:
and others of still more priceless old
"Some society women exhaust so
pictures and dagnerreotynes which much of their
time and energy in
have been hidden too long in dusty
tomes or out of the way places where catering to their vanity that they
no one would have thought of looking have comparatively little left for the
worth while. Mrs.
for them, except, some one like Colo- things really
more abject slaves in
nel Twitchell whose every energy and Grundy has
on
whose talent have gone into the work. America than in any other country
But it is from the historical, and the globe. Multitudes of her devotees
next to that, the literary standpoint, neglect their children, their homes,
that the work, is a great contribution and their mental improvement, and
for which the people of the South- resort to all sorts of expedients and
west owe much gratitude to the au- extravagance to cater to their vanity.
"It is not so much the purpose of
thor. While the book is planned to
this
paper to condemn the rich for
w
be only nart of a creat onus on
lieir
uij!ceck extravagance, as to
Mexico's history, it lias selected
its topic a period that connects the point out the demoralizing influence
those
present with the past, of which a few of their, vicious example upon
cannot afford either luxurious
who
are
and
witnesses
still
eye
alive,
or living. Not only much of the
many of those who have passed be- dress
and unhappiness, but also
discontent
yond, had been interviewed in years
a large part of the immorality and
so
the
that
by
author;
past
together
with the historical records available, crime in this country,, is due to the
Colonel Twitchell has presented a influence of the ostentatious flaunting
who
vivid and yet, accurate picture of the of wealth in the faces of those
unevents from 1846 to 1851, which were are less favored. It is a powerful
civilization.
our
in
force
vibrant with episodes that counted dermining
"The mere possession of money
for the future trend of events in the
Sunshine Territory and the entire does not give one the right to debauch
or to set an
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AN OLD MAN'S LESSON

M

PERSONAL MENTION

WATCH

THIS

man from

Rogers, a traveling
met an old man today who is dependent ou his reis stopping at the Claire.
Pueblo,
B. Tonnies left last evening on a
latives, and they don't like the enforced task of
visit to his former home In St, Louis.
taking car? pf him. "Had I saved 10 cents ft day
A. A. Jones, attorney from Las Veduring my younger years," said he, ' I would have beeii
gas, left for home on the morning
independent I might have saved a dollar a day during" 1 train.
J3. F. Pankey came In from
his
all my working career and not stinted myself in the least
ranch near Lamy at noon today. He
S.

We

I

(Atchison Globe)

C

one with us today and be
independent when OLD.

I
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UNITED STATES

SPACE

EVERYTHING

& TRUST CO

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL

$50,000
I

OFFICERS
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President
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G. FRANKLIN

DIRECTORS
FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN
J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier.

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

Part

BRUSSELS AND

RUGS AND

AXMINSTER

TAPESTRIES,

CARPETS

0

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
AND

WE FRAME PICTURES

FURNITURE.

REPAIR

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
No. 10

Full

Phona

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phono

No. 10

'
THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

iT'

I

The Colorado Rational Life
---

"

r

"

Assnracce Company

rvp,v

A M, BER6ERE,
tanta

Catron

Fe, N. M.

lie

Meal

Block

r Heal Reso

hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

liff dene, located among

pine-cla- d

Good Hunting and Fishing
Makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico

RATES
Fox

$1.50! per day,
S8.00oer week, meals 50c
Transportation from Station $1.00

Farther XrLfbMaaa.t5.oaa. JLASxaam
MRS. H- - Ei BEBGMANN
,,

- ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

SOFT DRINKS

The following are suggested to the
GINGER ALK
LEMON SODA
ROOT BEER
STRAWBERRY
ORANGE
.fl

All drinks are made
from filtered Water

1

thirsty as something

cool and Inviting

WILD CHERRY
VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
SARS A PARRILLA
IRON BREW

Mc-Cor-

000A COLA ..
bo TaTsla 3laa,oral "SSTatars

Telephone No. 88 and have
your orderes delivered

good-size-

Santa Fe Bottling Works
HENRY KRICK Proprietor
santa Fe, New Mexico

I

SunmountSanatorium

1

in

ronfortithlo,

every won tin Is n money stiver
anil lie will help on wonderfully
to ny for h home,

Rent Money
Will
V

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher lines
Do

WP
D

will sell yon a very deslr-atil- e
hoiLP on payn.ents which
rent money will n. like
jour
I'on't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
I.KT Vfi EXPLAIN OfH
CONTRACT KOK CHKAl"
e

FOR THE TREATMENT

TUBERCULOSIS

Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and a
half miles from the plaza. MODERATE RATES,
:

"

BOX 9, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg
PHONE 203

Cleaning
BLACK'

and Pressing Establishment
208 WEST

PALACE AVE.

J

lilies-Bu-

3'our fishing tackle of a

y

294

fisher-1-

1

man.
carry everything in camp equipage and furniture.
We

FIRST

coe

served.

LEFT.

All Kinds oi

GEO. M. KINSHLL
We are sole

San Francisco St.

The cost to the farmers is to be $33
for each acre irrigated, payable $3.50
cash and the balance in five annual
payments of $6.30 each year. The
company will furnish each farmer a
motor and pump, and the farmer to
develop his water at his own expense.
The company will take a mortgage on
the land to be irrigated to secure the
The company agrees to
payments.
commence work by September 1st,
and will have the plant ready to begin operation by February 1, 1910.

jxtizxy

l

Hem rjj

i:

Lawn

Mower

Hose, nozzles

for

Agents

and
UNION LOCK

sprays

Also Window

Fence

and door

screens
SEE

j

ITS BKKORW HITYIV FITRN ITrit"! OU KOUSW FI'RMKHISOS
Jl'ST A KKW MO UK OK TIIISK BARGAIN HAMMOCKS

Come early and

pick

get your
This is how

OF COURSE IT

Monarch

MaHe

Iron

WAS ACCEPTED
Bogota, July 2S. Te resignation of
President Reyes was accepted by the
Colombia Senate today. The election
on
of. his successor will take place
3d.
August

are made and put together wehave them and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convirced
Let 'us flfrnre your heating ami plumbing
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

Weak Kidneys
Weak Kidney, surely point to weak kidney
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the IHeart, and the
Stomach, find their weakneM. not in the organ
Itself, hut in the nerves that control and guide
and strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is
v medicine specifically
prepared to reach thesa
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone.
Is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money m
well.
If your back aches or Is weak, if the urine
scalds, or is dark and strong, If you have symptoms
of Bright or other distressing or dangerous kidney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a mont- hTablets or Liquid and see what it can and will
do for you. Druggist recommend and sell

Qostor&tivo
STRIPPLING-BURROW-

that

CO.

S

ssssassssssi

.3. HUE

Anything

FUNNELS

FLY PAPER

CORK SCREWS

CLOTHES TINS
NEST EGGS

TOILET PAPER
SHOE POLISH

STOVE LIFTERS
'

CANDLES

THE LEADING

IN ONE OIL

NEW FRUIT JAR RUBBERS
FRUIT JAR CAPS

JELLY GLASSES
MOUSE TRAPS
CANDLE STICKS
CONDENSED BLUEING
SILVER POLISH
CLOTHES LINES

JAPANES BASKETS
PARING KNIVES

EGG

WHIPS
TINWARE

and a thousand other small articles too numerous to mention.
THE
THE

Best Flour

THE PRICE MAKERS

..

CASH CNLY.

Each t

Store

SANTA FE
BOSS

PATENT FLOUR
BEST because it

SPECIAL

gives the besi rtsults io.
bread and pastry of any

REAL ESTATE SALE

flour you can buy.

contains more Gluten,
which is the very life of
tha wheat, and which
makes the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME

Beginning Today

Another

vitally
feature

juLY27th.,0wdotds?

sale some exceptional values in residence property and
business blocks in Santa Fe.
Fox

1

BOSS

Faztlc-olax- s

Call en. or E.d4resa

C WATSON

O- -

and Land Company of Garden City,
Kansas, represented by C. H. Ritten-hau- s
and J. R. Detweiler of Wichita,
Kansas. This will make this one of
the best producing agricultural dis
tricts of the Territory as this locality
has the soil, the climate and a copious
supply of water under the soil at aj
depth of 25 to 60 feet The farmers
are now signing contracts with this
company by which the company is to
put in a plant to furnish electric pow-- !
er to do the pumping. The minimum
amount of land to be subscribed to
be irrigated is six thousand acres, but
in all probability more than double
that amount will be subscribed for.

COUNTERS

5c.to35c.

Fn

3

It

IRRIGATING WITH
ELECTRIC POWER

BARGAIN

RIG

Ir. Snoop

d

s
Portales, N. M July 28. The
valley will be Irrigated by
pumping the shallow water, according
to the terms of an agreement entered
Into with the United States Sugar

OF

8,1

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS

Por-tale-

AN INSTITUTION

Hi VP
JJiiiD

FIRST

MO-NK-
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He will go. fishing

v Si

rcn-lvcr-

lionie n ore

n

Sanitarium.
Druggist John N. Zook and A. R.
of the surveyor general's office,
returned last evening from a fishing
trip on the Conejos, in southern Colorado. The last day out they caught 94
trout. Letter Carrier R. J.
Crichton, who was one of the party,
Instead of returning to Santa Fe went
to iEspanola accompanied by his wife.

'

r

--

H'trartlve and plcn'imt Neni lr

Eligio Gonzales of San Ildefonso,
northern Santa Fe county, a sub
scriber to El Nuevo Mexicano, was
a business visitor in Santa Fe today.
Juan B. Romero returned yesterday
from El Paso, Texas, after spending
a month on a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Romero also visDavid White.
ited a number of other points.
This morning G. Franklin Flick,
president of the U. S. Bank and Trust
Company, and Attorney R. H. Hanna
left on a business trip to San Juan
county.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. E. Clark left this forenoon for
from where he will go to El
Rito, Rio Arriba county, tomorrow, to
attend a meeting of the board of trustees of the New Mexico Reform
School.
Mrs. Lansing Bloom, daughter of
Judge John and Mrs. John R. McFie
who returned on Saturday evening
with Her mother and her sister from
Ojo Caliente, left yesterday afternoon
for her home at Mesilla Park, much
benefited by the visit to the springs.
General J. P. Victory was taken
from his home on Garcia street, to
St. Vincent's Sanitarium yesterday
afternoon.
He has been confined to
his bed for some time and dropsy set
it was
ting In as a complication
deemed advisable to take him to the

Manager for New Mexicc.

J,

y
womnn living In
10
ted property
Into h lioiiff of licr own,
Therf are li imil tori? of tlili'gs
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The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
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are quartered at the Palace.
Attorney A. B. McMillan of Albuquerque, arrived last night's train accompanied by his daughter, Dorothy.
They are guests at the Palace.

Denver Colorado. .' ;f

Mail Order

f

'h l

Abaut a Ijone

.

We Can Furnish lour House

v

Ask Tour Wife

'.

i

HAROWARE

IN

Phone No. 83

CORNER PLAZA.

SOUTHEAST

Cer-rillo- s,

'

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

MISS A. MUGLER.

is at the Claire.
Elias Clark, merchant at Alcalde,
arrived last evening. He is quartered
at the Claire.
M. O'Neil, the mining man from
came in last night. He is stopping at the Claire.
C. E. Klise, a traveling man from
Boston, is in town to buy wool. He is
stopping at the Palace.
J. S. McDermott, a St. Louis traveling man, is calling on the trade. He Is
registered at the Palace.
V. D. Barron, a merchant on East
Palace avenue, Is at St. Vincent's
hospital, very ill with dropsy.
;, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Morris of Omaha, are enjoying the sights of Santa
Fe. They are guests at the Palace.
Samuel Neustadt, a traveling man
from Albuquerque, Is in town selling
liquor. He is stopping at the Claire.
G. H. Parrish, a traveling man from
Denver, is in the city sellins adding
machines. He is quartered at the Palace.
Tomas Gonzales a sheepman and
merchant of Abiquiu, arrived in town
last night. He is a guest at the
Claire.
John Pflueger, postmaster and merchant at Lamy, Santa Fe county, was
a business visitor in Santa Fe this afternoon
of
Special Agent Theodore Espe
the general land office with headquarters at Santa Fe, was in Raton on
Monday.
William P. Johnson and Dr. C. 0.
Connor, have returned to Albuquerque
from a week's fishing trip to the
Penasco.
H. R. Brachvogel of Albuquerque,
stopped off in Santa Fe over night on
his way north. He was a guest at
the Claire.
L. H. Bayester and B. B. Robinson
of Des Moines, Iowa, are in town
seeing the sights. They are guests
at the Claire.
H. W. Jenkinson, a traveling man
from St. Louis, Is selling chinaware
to local customers. He is a guest
at the Claire.
Miss Gladys Childers has returned
to Albuquerque after spending two
weeks at the Childers cottage on the
upper Pecos.
Mr., and Mrs. Joseph Barry of St.
Louis, were arrivals on the noon train
today, coming to see the sights. They

Tha above is only one of many reasons why a
SAVINGS ACCOUNT is a good thing both for youth
and old age."

pace nvr
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SAN FRANCISCO
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PATENT FLOUR is entirely free from CELLULOSE
the indigestible element

oftheweat.
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K. S. KAUHE & GO.

Drink
Pabst

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic
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PASSU

H. H. Parrisli, Denver; W. E. Smith,
La Veta; J. S. McDermott, St. Louis;
C. E. Klise, Boston; A. B. McMillan,
Dorothy McMillan, Albuquerque.
Claire.
H. R. Brachvogel, Albuquerque;
E.
Clark. Alcalde, Clifton H. Wilder, La
Jara; S. Rodgers, Pueblo; W. A. Dun
lavy, Wlllard; Tomas Gonzales, Abiquiu; Fred H. Sunderman, St.. Louis.
J. O. Leatherwood, W. F. Castle, Stanley; M. O'Nell, Cerrillos; L. H.
B. B. Robinson, Des Moines;;
C. Lewis, Las Vegas.
Normandie.
F. H. Skinner, Kelly, N. M.; K. V.
Bowen, Nobles ville, Ind.; R. F. Sickles, F. W. Fassold, Denver; John
Meagher, Clayton; Thomas Walker,
Iowa; Thomas Whalen, Kansas City;
C. G. Williams, Des Moines; J. B.
Shorty, Hutchinson, Kans.
Coronado.
Cristoval Madril, Galisteo; Rlcardo
Montoya, Willard.
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Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnislieu.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent.
Laughlin Bldg.

St, Louis Rocky Ml, &

Pacific

Railway
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HE IS POPE'S
CHIEF DIPLOMAT

Comoanj,

Every pore and gland of the skin is employed in the necessary work of
preserving its smooth, even texture, softening and cleansing it, and regulating the temperature of our bodies. This is done by an evaporation through
each tiny outlet, which goes on continually day and night. When the
blood
becomes infected with humors and acids a certain percentage of these
impurities also pass off with the natural evaporation, and their sour, fiery
nature irritates and inflames the skin, and dries up its natural oils, causing
pimples, boils, pustules or some itching rash, or hard, scaly skin affection.
S.S.S. cures skin troubles of every kind by neutralizing the acids and
d
circuremoving the humors from the blood. S. S. S. cools the
lation, builds it up to its normal strength and thickness, multiplies Its
nutritious, red corpuscles, and enriches it in every way. Then the skin,
instead of being irritated and diseased by the
exuding acrid matter, is
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood.
S. S. S., the greatest of blood purifiers, expels all
foreign matter and surely
cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum
and all other diseases and
affections of the skin. It removes pimples, blackheads, and other unsightly blemishes from the skin and assists in restoring a good complexion
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice desired free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. OA.
acid-heate-

the property of the Holy See, it Is his
duty to make up the annual budget
of receipts and expenses and provide
for the maintenance of the apostolic
palaces. The present Secretary of
State is a member of the following im
portant congregations: Consistorial,
Holy Office, Council, Sacred Rites antf
Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs.
Until its recent annexation to the
Congregation of the Council he was
prefect of the- congregation which had
charge of the Holy House of Loretto.
He is also a member of the commis
sions for Biblical Studies and for the
Preservation of the Faith in the city
of Rome and acts as Cardinal Protect
or for some nine religious orders and
confraternities.

During the early history of the
Catholic church the custom was fol
lowed of sending a temporary dele
gate to remove causes of discord and
to
friendly relations with
civil authorities, but since the closing
years of the fifteenth century a per
Miles From
No. 1.
Miles From
No 21
siAHUNS'
Des Moines
DAILY
manent representative of the Pope
DAILY
Raton
has been stationed at the capitals of
10 00 a.m.
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49
Ni M. Arr,
6 80 p, m, the various Catholic nations.
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88
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"
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is the sovereign pontiff, says METHODIST PASTOR
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Denver, Colo., July 28. Members of
p.m. personnel, and no important transac
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"
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clusive business and. social organiza" Oolfax
"
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96 60 p. m.
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tlO 15 a. m. without his knowledge and approval.
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at the statement
6 16 p, m.
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tion, were
41
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The practical supervision and man- made in theindignant
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course of his Sunday night
?
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entrustagement of these matters is
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.. 10 p. m.
sermon hy the Rev. Christian F. Reis-ne88
7 40 a. m.
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N. M,
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" Harlan
"
"
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7.23 p.m.
7 26 a.m. ed to the Secretary of State, who is
68
pastor of Grace M. E. church, that
"
" Ute Park
7. 45 p. m."
94
7
'."
00 a. m. aided and advised
69
on all important
"men become hopeless drunkards in
for
occasions by the Congregation
Connect! with E, P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Oawaon, N. Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. the Denver club, rather than admit
weakness by resigning."
M., 6:15 p. m.
The diplomatic corps consists of le"That statement cannot be applied
J Connects with E. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton, N. M., gates of various ranks accredited to
to
the club that is the strongest and
1:55 a. m.
some twenty nations of Europe and
most influential in the West," said a
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets tralm at Preston, N. M,
South America.
leading member last night.
C. A S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
Papal or apostolic secretaries were
"Why, only recently a member was
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
first employed by Innocent VI. during
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
the sojourn of... the pontifical court at dropped from the club because he persisted in telling risque stores. And
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
.
Avignon. The custom was retained
Track connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. by his successors, though the number only a short time ago two members
because they were
A 8. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, NV M., and Cimarron A of these officials fluctuated consider- were expelled
too
heavily.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
drinking
ably during the various pontificates.
Cma-rro"-,
"The club does not permit of over
N; M is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocato, At the present time there are but two
in intoxicants by members,
"Payado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
papal secretaries, the Secretary of indulgence
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo State and the Secretary of Briefs to and we can say there has not been an
intoxicated man in it for a long time.
Lobo, Princes and of Latin Letters.
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro, Elizabethtown,
"The Denver Club does not permit
Red
de
Ranches
River
Taos
and
Taos,
Questa,
Twining.
Before the loss of the temporal
City,
either. There are small
gambling,
of
the
the
of
'
Popes
power
Secretary
W. A. GORMAN,
fi. J, DEDMAM.
J. van HOUTEN;
but they are not such
games,
bridge
State had a number of duties which
V- - Pres. and Gen
- Pass- Genbe
as
as gambling.
could
construed
Mgr
Agent
He
into
negofallen
have
Superintendent
abeyance.
RATON. N. W- RATON, N. M. tiated commercial treaties with for- The members can only see In the reRATON, N- - iW.
to gain
eign states, looked after the defence marks of the pastor an effort
of the papal frontiers, provided for notoriety."
Dr. Reisner said last night:
the naturalization of foreigners and
"I have no fight to make on the
protected the rights of papal subjects
Denver Club. It was perhaps unforin other countries.
The administration of the pontifical tunate that I did not include some
service is, practically more of the clubs. I merely inserted
diplomatic
sentence among a numspeaking, in the hands of the Secre- the objected-tstatements. I simply
of
other
ber
consent
of
the
of
State. With
tary
the Pope he selects the nuncios and gathered up what was contained in the
other representatives to the different article in a weekly newspaper, which,
governments which maintain diplo- with exact description, charged that
matic relations with the papal court. three young Denver business men had
He furnishes these ambassadors with been ruined there.
"I did not say that men were drunk
credential letters and instructions
regarding the aim and objects of their in the Denver Club. I was careful not
mission and the methods they are to to say that for I had no Knowledge of
that fact. I merely said that they befollow in their legations.
m
on
came
the
He receives their reports
hopeless drunkards as a result of
and
in
their
districts
&
of
state
TO THE EAST
drinking there.- - I meant that men
religion
NORTH
on the conduct of affairs in their en learn to drink in a club where the soNow in effect Via
bassies, and in turn keeps the nun- - cial spirit commands and encourages
cios in touch with the condition of j drinking. For some men to learn to
the relations of church and state drink is for them to become drunkNEW MEXICO CENTRAL
throughout the world. He is the ards.
"I can name a doctor, among the
trusted counsellor and mouthpiece 01
in devising and carrying in- most prominent, a leading newspaper
the
Pope
E.
& S. W.
polto execution the politico-religiou- s
icy of the Holy See and concludes, in
the name of the Pope, all important
A. N. BROWN
For full particulars,
Ci, P. A.-- E,
and concordats with the
conventions
P.
W.
&8,
Address
Kl Paso Texas.
nations of the world.
He must keep a vigilant eye on the
course of events in all the great capitals of the world in order to give the
sovereign pontiff timely information
of any contemplated legislation which
might militate against the interests of
On Tuesdays and Fridays
religion.
he receives the diplomatists accredited to the Holy See and returns the
m
11
mi
i
ym n
visits of ceremony of the royal per- 1
j
sonages who have had audience with
the Pope.
In addition to these strictly dipk-matfunctions
the Secretary of
State has many other important
He receives and examines
duties.
TO
the petitions for the erection and dismemberment of dioceses, and the
reports on the character and fitness
Woman who suffer from seof those proposed for vacant episcoAND RETURN ACCOUNT'
vere
headaches, and all disea-e-s
pal sees in all countries of the world
due to a torpid liver, should
which are under the common law of
not fill their stomach with calthe church except Italy, and presents
omel and other drugs.
his opinion and recommendation,
Via
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
based on these reports, to the Consis- Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
torial Congregation for final action. I
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
The newly created Cardinals receive
DENVER
R
and all Liver Complaints.
their assignments through the Sec-- 1
I
Mrs. O. D. PhiUev Marble
retary of State, who also appoints,
Falls. Tex. writes : I find Her-bi- ne
with the knowledge and consent of'
the best liver corrective I
( Scenic Line of the
WorldEvery Mile a Picture)
ever tried. It has done my fathe Pope the consultors of these con- - j
mily and myself a world of
He replies to the tele
gregatlons.
ood. 1 recommend it to my
and
letters
of
ftVUVMI
grams
greeting and
homage sent to the Holy Father and
PRICE 80c.
on his behalf sends letters of.com-- '
train-serviFor Information rasfarding rates,
mendation and congratulations and
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
bestows marks of distinction on those
etc. call on or write,
ST. LOUIS,
MO.
who have performed some signal
F. II McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
service to religion by their writings
I
or works of beneficence.
SANTA FE. N. M.
As president of the Commission of
Sold and Recommended tar
Cardinals for the administration of
PltGHIR DRUB COMPANY
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man, a high-clas- s
politician, and many
more of Denver's leading business men
who told me freely that they were teetotalers because they did not dare
drink liquor. The taste is so strong
that it gets away from them.
"I will cry against liquor and against
parks as long as I have
breath. iSome day the fanatics will get
as strong in Denver as they are in
Kansas and throughout the southland
where even the clubs cannot sell intoxbeer-sellin-

NOTICE.

j

Territory of New Mexico,

County of Rio Arriba. No. 1175.
Pola Martinez vs. Pablo Martinez.
In the District Court of the First Judicial District of New Mexico for
the county of Rio Arriba.
The" said defendant Pablo Martinez
Is hereby notified that a complaint
has been filed against him in the
district court for the county of Rio
Arriba, territory aforesaid, that be
ing the court in which said case Is
pending by said plaintiff Pola Mar
tinez the general object of said ac
tion being to obtain a divorce as will
more fully appear by reference to
the complaint filed In said cause. And
that unless you enter your appear
ance in said cause on or before the
24th day of September, 1909, judgment will be rendered against you
in said cause by default.
R. H. Hanna, attorney for the plain
tiff, Santa Fe, N. M.
In witness whereof, I have hereun
to set my hand and seal of said court
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 26th
day of July, A. D., 1909.
FRANCIS C. WILSON,

Clerk.
FRATERNAL

g

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Recommunication
gular
first Monday of each
month
at Masonle
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

icants."
Boy's Life Saved.

little boy, four years old, had a
severe attack of dysentery. We had
two physicians; both of them gave
him up. We then gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
My

remedy which cured him and believe
saved his life. William H.
Stroling, Carbon Hill, Ala. There is
no doubt but this remedy sarss the
lives of many children each year. Give
it was castor oil according to the
plain printed directions and a cure
is certain. For sale by all druggists.

that

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

No.

and Rock Island

--

SANTA FE

AH

ic

G. A. R. Encampment

Summer Tourist Rates

careful

women use

SALT LAKE CITY

&

.

I

GRANDE

Xa::.
ce

.

1,

M.

Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonle
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

GLEANINGS BY A
PERIPATETIC PEN
SANTA FE.
(By J. B. Manby.)
At Baldy's foot, the town by name
Of "Santa Fe" of early fame,
That City of the Holy Faith
Reposes peacefully beneath.

SOCIETIES

7:30 p. m.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
iuuiiu jviuuaay in eaca
month at Masonic Hall at

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
14th degree, Ancient and Accented
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
The last link of that welded chain
on the third Monday of each month
Known to us as Rocky Mountain
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Rising in all it's majesty
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
And shelters dear old Santa Fe.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-At Santa Fe, it may seem strange,
dially invited to attend.
Here ends the Rocky Mountain range;
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
The main Continental Divide
,..
Venerable Master.
Lies further west, just two days' ride.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
Secretary.

.

.)

In stretches, just a rolling plain
From Bitter Root to Pass of Stein,
In places the divide is low
Until it enters Mexico.

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. &,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invitei

As the Old Trail enters the town
They pass a church of great renown
'Twas here, in this beautiful city
The West learnt Christianity.

and welcome.

J.

This church was built of adobe
Late in the Sixteenth Century,
With ceiling low and walls so thick
And floors made of adobe brick.

DAVID KNAPP.
Exalted Ruler.

D. SENA.

Secretary.

Summer TOURIST
TICKETSa

The pine beams resting in a row
Are black with age, once white as
snow,
The altar standing in a nook
And lecturne holds the Holy Book.

New Meiico Central

fiallroai

IN CONNECTION WITH
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

LIMITED TXajLXlTS
June 1st to Sept.,

On Sale

priest receives the visitors
And shows them through the corridors
Explaining all about the church
To those who delight in research.
A

30th 1909.
Good
1909.

Returning October 31st

,

P.

T

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 1909.

REMOVES
0 BLOOD HUMORS

Palace.

DAILY

p. til. 1.45

"

HOTEL ARRIVALS

RKADUP

READ DOWN

M.

Just past the church is the hotel
Which freighters will remember well
It's not the place it used to be
In those boom days of Santa Fe.

To CHICAGO ILL
"

$50.35

To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35

That long low house was the Palace
Once occupied 'by Lew Wallace
And here, the "Tale of Christ" so pure
Is where that author wrote Ben Hur.

To KANSAS CITY MO

The Governor's Palace in those days
Was sheltered from the sun's bright

Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
.
FRANCISCO and other

$35.35

rays
By Plaza and veranda
Srew the creeper of Virginia.
The house formed one

points

side

of

J P. LYNG,

the

City, Freight & Passenger

Agent

square
Or one side of the Plaza where
The middle room of the Palace
Was the library of Wallace.

'

Beyond the Palace, Fort Marcy
One time the pride of Santa Fe,
Natinal Guards are located
Since the regulars vacated.
In the center of the Plaza
Stands a monumental pillar
Erected to the memory
Of those who fell for their country.

M01NTAINAIR
CHAUTAUQUA

In the battle of Glorietta
Back on the trail, which Is not far,
The North and South met foe to foe
Ending war in New Mexico.
Now trees surround

ASSEMBLY
July

that little park,

A band plays sometimes

All

lit

ROUND TRIP

Sale July 16th
"
to August 1st
Return limit August 2nd.
On

!

Seats are provided in the shade
A lawn of bluegrass low is made
Surrounded by protecting curb
And flowers bloom 'mid scented herb.

Vi

TV

to

$7.45

after dark

And song birds sing during the day
And little children romp and play.

With gravel walks from end to end
A
In
hmA
Monflnn1
rir nr on
M.IVLJU
iU flinf
Villi
WVUbOlf tit
(TUig bUUJI
Around that Stone in Santa Fe
Where tourists often spend the day.

18th

C

'

SANTA

FE

WEDNESDAY,

and by horse trail the other six miles.
Its elevation is 12.360 feet and upon
which is a very large crater in which
are located crystal lakes, sources of
the Santa Fe and Nambe rivers.

AS SEEN THROUGH
A VISITOR'S EYES
"

(Continued

From Yesterday.)

Mount Baldy, overlooking
Santa
It was an interesting group and we Fe and seemingly only a short dismiles
wanted to take a snap shot picture of tance therefrom, is twenty
from the city. It can be reached in
it, but the governor or chief protested
six hours, horseback.
It is the highsaying that it was customary to charge
a fee of ten cents for each child's est of the range of mountains in the
elevapicture and a fee of from 25c to vicinity of the city. It has an
level.
sea
of
above
tion
feet
12,823
to
and
rank
title)
$1.00 (according
In this vicinity also can be seen
for a picture of a brave or his wife.
It is needless to add that we paid the Pecos church, an abandoned
the price and got the pictures. And Pueblo village and ona of the hisnow let' me try and describe this toric mission churches of the Southquaint and unique habitation of the west. The White Box canon, within
red man. As I have stated, the twenty miles of Santa Fe. which
houses are all the typical one story rivals the great Royal Gorge of Coloadobes and adjoin on another. There rado in grandeur. The cliff dwellings
are four rows tormina; the court al- lie to the west of the canon. And
luded to. The rear walls or the low- now let me tell you about the faer tiers from the support for the front mous Tiffany turquoise mines. These
walls of the upper ones. In other mines are located in Mount Calchut-ti- ,
a distance of about seventeen
words, fhe roofs of the lower houses
are the sidewalks and streets of miles from Santa Fe and are reached
the upper ones. Access to the upper therefrom by a good wagon road all
houses is by means of wide runged the way. Here the Tiffanys, of New
outside. York, secured most of the turquoise
wooden ladders from the
These ladders have about 24 steps they sold in recent years. Speaking
and are perhaps three feet wide. It about the turquoise reminds me that
was an amusing sight to us to see the this seems to be the favorite stone
little Indian tots climb them so nimbly of the tourists visiting Santa Fe. I
as do cats and with apparently as presume this is due to the fact that
little difficulty. There are two large the Tiffany turquoise mines (which
ovens in the court wherein all the in- are the oldest workings in the United
habitants of the village bake their States) are located in the terribread. These ovens are the typical tory. WTe visited some of the jewelMexican ovens seen quite frequently ry stores in Santa Fe and found them
in that country. In some respects they to contain a large assortment of diaremind one of lime kilns, but all monds and jewelry of all kinds, also
these ovens are built oval shape like silver and cut glassware. We were
small hay stacks. They are con- ushered into the workshop and saw
structed of brick or adobe. When the workmen engaged in making filifires are built in them the doors are gree work. This was a very interestehut tight and when they attain a ing sight. The jewelry stores of
certain degree of heat the fires are Santa Fe are larger than those of
ipulled out, after which the dough ie Fremont.
Those who enjoy fishing and huntplaced in them and in a short time
the baked bread is raked out. It ing can have both to their heart's
is said of these ovens that the bread content in the territory of New Mex- baked in them cannot be excelled, icon near Santa Fe. They can find
and if one may judge from the ap- anv game or fish desired from moun
pearance of the loaves we saw, we tain trout to mountain lion. There
believe the statement. There are are so many points of interest in and
of these Indian pueblos in about Santa Fe that it is simply im
twenty-fivNew Mexico, all located in govern- possible to recall all of them. TO
ment reservations. Some truck farm- the invalid seeking health. To the
ing is done by these Indians. They lover of history or romance. To those
also raise some sheep and cattle, but who desire to study the beauties of
the most profitable industry carried nature, New Mexico offers a field
on by them is the making of pottery equal to any other place in America
and blankets which they sell at a and in many respects superior.
It seems that the
good profit.
And now to sometihing else about
ibraves, chiefs, squaws, papooses and this
interesting country. Notwithall work at making pottery. There is
standing its southern location "in
a church, also, in this Indian village. the
days that tried men's souls," so
It is a Catholic church and one of to speak,
New Mexico proved its loythe queerest I ever saw. It is, of
to the cause of the Union. His
alty
course, an adobe with the flat roof, tory records the fact that the total
upon which are two bells. It re- number of men furnished by states
minded me of an old dilapidated fire and territories was 2,859,132,' and
engine department in a small town. of these New Mexico furnished 6,561
Services are held in this church ev- and the
territory had only been thirery Sunday. It is a mission attended teen years under our starry banner
Fe.
by the Cathedral clergy at Santa
at the time the rebellion broke out,
Another historic and interesting and it is still more creditable when
sight near Santa Fe is the Garita, we know that this number was 2,501
located on the hill below and west more than Nevada. Oregon and North
of Fort Marcy. This is an ancient and South Dakota combined. New
Spanish fortress and on the walls of Mexico furnished 1.558 more soldiers
which malefactors and traitors were to the Union army than Colorado,
executed in the early days. It ad- and 3,404 more than Nebraska. So
joins the old 'Spanish cemetery. Of much for its patriotism and loyalty.
course, it goes without saying that No wonder it is clamoring for statethe capitol is not only the most im- hood, and I hope that . at the next
portant but also the most imposing
Congress its long sought for ambition
building in the city. It is construct- will be realized.
You will please
It
ed of grey and white limestone.
Returning to
the
digression.
is a large structure, well arranged, pardon
I stated in one of my forSanta
Fe,
lor the various purposes for which mer letters that it was the oldest as
It is used. It is well lighted and ven- well as the newest
city Ihad ever
tilated. The offices and assembly seen, and so it is. Landmarks can
rooms are large and well furnished.
be seen there that antedate even
It is not unlike many of our state the time of Columbus and up to
capitals. The new capitol building date mansions can also be seen in
dedicated in 1900, replacing the the
quaint old city. The governor's
old one which was destroyed by
which was nearing complemansion
in 1892. A fine view of tion while we were there, is amag-niflcethe city and surrounding country can
structure made of light yel
be had from its aome. a large va-- ,
low
brought from St. Louis,
brick,
riety of trees can be found in capital with stone trimming. It i3 a two
park, which surrounds the building story stiucture with a large base
than in any other park in the terri- ment. It is built in the typical southtory. The scenic highway now being ern Colonial style and seems to have
constructed is well worth a visit. been modeled after the historic Lee
This is a territorial road that crosses mansion in
Arlington Heights overthe Sangre de Cristo range in its
Potomac river and the
the
1 looking
rugged parts and at present termi-- city of Washington.
With is masnates within three miles of the Pecos
of the govcost
the
sive pillars, etc.,
river. It begins in the Santa Fej ernor's
mansion at Santa Fe, includ
canon and winds over the Pecos
etc., will be about
forest reserve and in thirteen switch1 ing furnishings,
The
governor
present
backs mounts the Dalton divide at $20,000.
in it,
not
live
will
he
says
an elevation of 9.000 (eet, passing1 (Curry) cannot afford to
It up
keep
he
that
down the Macho canon through the
rebe
would
he
as
with
his income,
dense pine forest and at every turn,
retinue
a
to
keep
.
constantly
revealing magnificent vistas of moun-- quired
of servants, etc. We had the pleastains, forests and streams. This is ure of
going all through this manone of the many wonders of the
were much pleased with the
sion
and
e
"
Southwest.' It is now twenty-fivof its construction, etc. The
manner
miles as far as constructed.
rooms are large, airy and there fs an
Mopument rock is another Interest- abundance of light.
ing sight. This is also located in the
And now, in conclusion, I will anSanta Fe canon and on the Pecos forswer some of the many questions askest reserve.
ed of me by some of those who read
"Aqua Fria Js also in this vicinity.
What is an
my former letters.
This is an ancient Mexican village. adobe? Webster defines it as an
On the opposite side- of the river is "unburnt brick dried in the sun,"
a large mound and the remains of a but I would hardly say it was that.
very large prehistoric village," the I would call it unburnt mud dried in
surface being covered with fragments the sun or any other old way. These
At the foot of adobe houses to me resembled ceof ancient pottery.
Monument rock is the Montezuma ment, very brown and very rough.
gold mine, now abandoned. Other As a rule they are only one story
places of interest, near Santa Fe may high. They do not make a good imNambe Falls which
be mentioned.
pression on one looking at them from
are the most beautiful falls in the the outside. They look like mud
Southwest afid near the old quaint
Indian pueblo village of Nambe
sixteen miles northwest of Santa Fe.
Cores Biliousness, Sick
The tributary canons of the Tuas are
also in this direction. There is also
Headache, Sour Stomto be seen here an abandoned, or
--

e

nt

i

i

-

"

rather an extinguished crater in the

midst of lava field. The summit of
Lake Peak, north of the city a distance of eighteen miles, is reached
Ay. a wagon road for twelve mines,
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ach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic Constipation.
Pleasant to tafce

San Francisco 6; Sacramento 4.
American Association.
Milwaukee 0; Columbus 1.
Kansas City 2; Iuisvllle 3.
Indianapolis 2, Minneapolis 7.
Toledo 4; St. Paul 1.

Nervous Women
For nervous, tired women, we recommend Cardui. Cardui is a woman's medicine. It acts specifically on the female organs and has a tonic, building
effect on the whole system. It contains no harmful
ingredients, being a pure vegetable extract. If you
suffer from some form of female trouble, get Cardui
at once and give it a fair trial.

TAKE

3

am

0
J

It Will Help You

33

Sire. W. TV. Gardner, of Paducah, Ky., tried Cardui artel writes :
years.
I think Cardui is just grand. I have been usii.jr it for eleven
I am 48 years old and feel like a different woman, sinca nave been
taking it. I used to suffer from bearing down ains, nervousness
and sleeplessness, but now the pains are all gone and I sleep good.
highly recommend Cardui for young and old." Try it.

i

I

AT ALL DRUG STORES

shanties, but imagine one's
surprise when on the inside to find a
t
whitewashed house,
neat,
as comfortable as some of the more
pretentious structures and in many
instances even more. The walls are
very thick, usually over three feet,
with wide window sills. The ceilings
are high, usually about ten feet.
These adobe houses are cool in the
summer and warm in winter, and those
we . entered are neatly kept. The
Mexican, as a rule, loves to make his
home, no matter how humble, as
neat and comfortable as possible.
They are lovers of flowers and in
nearly all the windows of these adobe
houses occupied by the Mexicans, can
be seen blooming plants in profusion.
Speaking of adobe houses, as I have
stated, Archbishop Pitaval lives in
a one story adobe in preference to
living in the bishop's palace which is
brick and stone struca
ture. We visited the archbishop in
his adobe house and we found it to
be one of the neatest homes we ever
saw. It has panelled ceilings with
colored

well-kep-

four-stor-

y

gilt mouldings, etc., and in excellently well arranged and well furnished.
Are all the cities in New Mexico
alike? No, at least there was as
much difference in the appearance
of those I saw than there is between
Fremont, Sandusky, Tiffin and Toledo,
and I saw several cities in the territory, as for Instance, Raton, Las
Vegas, Albuquerque, etc. The latter
city is the metropolis of New Mexico
and Is about twice the size of Santa
Fe. It has a population of about
20,000. The Rio Grande river passes
d
through It and I was never so
as when I saw this stream.
I had heard and read so much about
the Rio Grande that I expected to
find an immense clear river, etc. The
Rio Grande near Albuquerque is about
twice the width of our Sandusky at
Fremont. We drove over it on one of
the most ricketty and dilapidated
wooden bridges I ever saw. The bed
of the river contains more mud than
water, and it is said that there is no
bottom to the mud. The marshes
along its banks are mosquito breeders and the houses, or a great
number of them, have their verandas or porches covered with closely
woven screens to protect them from
this little pest There are mountains
and very high ones, wo, in and
around Albuquerque, but these are
very sandy and more sage brush and
cactus is seen on the mountain side
than spruce or pine. Although the
lolargest lumber yard I ever saw is
milare
There
cated at Albuquerque.
lions of dollars worth of lumber in
one yard here. This lumber is not
only shipped to all parts of the United
States but to all parts of the world.
Of course, it Is all pine, and I was
astonished as well as pleased to learn
that the presilent of this lumber company Was a Cleveland man.
Formerly the sanitary conditions of
the cities of New Mexico were very
bad, but owing to the American invasion these conditions have been
greatly improved and now there is a
good sewer and drainage system in all
cities in the territory. I would prefer
to live in Santa Fe to any other city
in New Mexico. The people are, as a
rule, very intelligent and sociable, attend to their own business and keep
to themselves. They know their place
and keep it The fraternal societies
at Santa Fe are all in a flourishing condition." The Elks are now erecting one
of the finest opera houses in the Southwest The Woman's Board of Trade
is doing a vast amount of good, as are
also the Daughters of the American
Revolution.
I have been frequently asked the
.
question since my return home,. How
would you like to live in New Mexico
disap-Dointe-

mm
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

NOTICE.
PoiKU'tment of Territorial Engineer.
First Publication July 21, 1909.
' Iast
publication August 11, 1909.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 12. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that on the
19th day of May, 1909, in accordance
with Section 20, Irrigation Laws of
1907, A. Gusdorf and Parker N. Black,
of Taos, county of Taos, Territory of
New Mexico, made application to the
Territorial Engineei of New Mexico
for a permit to appropriate from the
Public Waters of the Territory of New
Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Miranda Arroyo at points S. 1G
degrees, 35 minutes W. 2000 ft. from 7
ml. Btone E. boundary of Serna grant,
by means of diversion and storage and
3.8 cu. ft. per sec. or 1810 ac. ft. is to
be conveyed to points in Serna grant
Twps. 24 and 25 N. R. 12 E. by means
of ditches, reservoir, etc., and there
used for irrigation of 700 acres.
All persons who may oppose the
grating of the above application must
file their objections, substantiated by
affidavits (properly backed), with the
Territorial Engineer on or before four
weeks from date of last publication
hereof.
alVERNON L. SULLIVAN,
for
Territorial Engineer.

permanently? and my answer has
ways been, I would prefer Ohio,
to my mind Ohio is the greatest state
in the Union and Fremont the prettiest little city in the world. I believe in boosting. I never was a
I have no use for knockknocker.
ers. And, seriously speaking, if we
had the climate of New Mexico, we
would have the garden spot of America, which for a place" of residence,
couldn't be excelled anywhere on
earth. New Mexico is a good place to
visit as a health resort and some
day it will be a great state.

Leave orders for Auto at Postal
Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.
FOR SALE Good
upright pUno.
nquire at Wagner Furniture company

tore.

Five hundred acres of
patented farming land in Estancia
valley at $5.50 per acre. Address A.
Gallegos, Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR SALE

A few Ohio Imported

FOR SALE

Chester White pigs subject to registry, can be bought reasonably at U.
S. Indian School, if taken soon."
-

Meant
FOR SALE A seccmc-Tiaui- r
boiler in good condition. It will bo
Ap.'uf
disposed of at very low
to the Ncvf M V.cfx Printing Company.

SALESMAN to handle complete

up-

holstery line tapestry curtains ard
covers from large mill direct in city
State
and surrounding territory.
commission

and

reference

wanted,

lines carried. Tapestry P.
1592, Philadelphia, Pa.

O. Box

Peace.

The terrible itching and smarting,
incident to certain skin diseases, is almost instantly allayed by applying
25
Prince,
Chamberlain's Sflve.
cents. For sale by all druggists.

Banker's Reserve Life I

THE

Company

!

B. H. ROBISON, President

Help for Those Who Have Stomach
Trouble.
After doctoring
about twelve
years for a bad stomach trouble, and
nearly five hundred dollars for medicine and doctors' fees, I purchased
my wife one box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets, which did
her so much good that she continued
to use them and they have done her
more good than all of the medicine I
bought before. Samuel Boyer, Fol-soIowa. This medlce is for sale by
all druggists. Sample free.

m

BASEBALL
HOW

THEY

Pittsburg ,
Chicago
New York

Cincinnati
Philadelphia

HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA
Offers the best Contract

A" Policies secured by

Agent and the

approved securities de- posited with the State,

to the

best there is in Life

In-

-

of

Nebraska, making
them as safe a9 Govern-Holde-

surance to Ihe Policy
m

61
54
48
44
39

St. Louis
Brooklyn

34

Boston

25

31

24
28
34
43
45
47
55
60

r.

ment Bonds.

STAND.

National League.
Won. Lost. P.

X-c-

C.

.718
.659
.585
.506
.464
.420
.360
.294

I

Sataa and Particulars

r

VEGAS,
MEXICO

HI

0J0 CALIEJITE HOT SPR1J1GS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are
in the midst of the Ancient
located
31
.652
58
Detroit
miles west
37
.575 Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
50
Philadelphia
51
44
.554 of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Boston
39
48
.552
Bar-anc- o
Cleveland .
Fe, and about twelve miles from
42
.483
45
Rio
and
Chicago
Denver
on
the
Station,
48
40
.455
New York
Grande Railroad, from which point a
38
.432
60
St. Louis .
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
.291
61
25
Washington
The temperture of these waters is
Western League.
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
Won. Lost. P. C. carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate
33
51
.607
Sioux City
very dry and delightful the entire
.560
47
37
Omaha
year round. There is now a commod-iou-c
.560
37
47
Des Moines .
hotel for the convenience of in41
40
.506 valids and tourists. People auffeing
Denver
.506 from
43
44
Wichita .
consumption, cancer, and other
.494
41
40
Topkea
contagious diseases, are not accepted,
52
33
.388 'liese waters contain 1.626.24 eralns
Pueblo
52
.381
32
Lincoln .
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
."

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'!
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and

Mercurial

Ojo
ROSWELL-TORRANC-

Detroit at Cleveland.
Philadelphia at Washington.
Boston at New York.
Western League.
Denver at Wichita-Puebat Wichita.
Des Moines at Sioux City.
Lincoln at Omaha.

Affections,

Scrofula,

Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
can leavfe Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Callente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars
address:
a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Cincinnati at Pittsburg.
Chicago at St. 'Louis.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
New York at Boston.
American League.

JLddxeaa

"St
M C KELLEY
ViniD

MAIN OFFICE
PIONEER BLD.

American League.
Won. Lost. P.C.

CII

Proorietor.

nl, Tao. County

N M

AUTOMOBILE

E

U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE,
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengera over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
lo
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
Shortest route between Roswelland
securing comfort to passenthe Pecos Valley to El Paso and service Courteous
and expert Chaufgers.
Santa Fe and all points in the Es- feurs in
of every car. Seats
charge
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Mextancia Valley and western New
reserver on Auto by applying to
National League.
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
New York 4, 6; Boston 7, 2.
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros4.
(Tie game. 1:00
Chicago 4; St. Louis
p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
Twelve innings.)
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
60 lbs. Any
Baggage allowance
Pittsburg 5; Cincinnati 1.
Railway.
amount
of
can
be carried
baggage
2.
0,
Philadedphia 7, 3; Brooklyn
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arrlv-- by notifying Company at Roswell.
American League.
New York 6; Boston 0.
Detroit 3; Cleveland 1.
Washington 2, 2; Philadelphia 8, 5.
Western League.
w
.
I
Topeka 4; Pueblo 3.
Omaha 8; Lincoln 1.
I
Wichita 8; Denver 4.
5.
Sioux City 6; Des Moines
"
Pacific Coast League.
Portland 1; Oakland 0.

Laxative Fruit Syrap
40LD

wAMT

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

w

PflDDIfM

Clean sis the system

thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

It la guaranteed

Haek
'

PADDIAm:

&

nn

Hue Lin

120 San Francisco St.

Call up 132 Black for Carrgaies.
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Escaped From Albuquerque Jail
John Walker, alias H. A. Thomas,
serving sixty days In jail at Albuquerque for larceny, made his escape yesterday afternoon.
Granted The
Marriage Licenses
probate clerk has granted the following marriage licenses: Calletano Chavez and Francisquita Saiz de Cordera;
Candido Ortiz and Carlota Ellison.
Train Excursion to anta Fe This
fall the Manufacturers' Association of
Denver, will run a trade excursion
over the Santa Fe into New Mexico',
and will probably spend a day in this
city.
Funeral
Lauchner
Today Today
the funeral of the late Charles Lauchner of this city, took place at Tripoli,
Lehigh county, Pennsylvania. Services were held in the Lutheran church

4

No.

Bakery

WE ARE STILL SELLING

g.

SKI oo

there.

ugar

CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

PRICE

BY THE SACK AT A BETTER

I

ST

Two Deaths at Roswell Frank R.
Atkins, aged 20 years, died near Roswell of heart failure this week. Mrs.
Maud Cheney, aged 25 years, died at
Roswell on Sunday morning of tuber-culosls.
Charged With Stealing Horses Antonio and Pancho Vilobos were arrested on the Ruidoso, not far from Tula-rosby Sheriff Denny and his deputy
from Alamogordo on the charge of
horse stealing.
at the Hotels
Noon
Arrivals
Palace Joseph Barry and wife, St.
Louis; J. M. Morris and wife, Omaha. Claire Samuel Neustadt, Albuquerque; H. W. Jenkinson, St. Louis;
B. F. Pankey, Lamy.
...
The Howard Obsequies Mrs. G.
Hill Howard and son left Albuquerque
yesterday for Los Angeles with the remains of the late Attorney Howard,
who will be interred in the family lot
at Los Angeles.
Infant Dies Suddenly This morning at 5 o'clock Adelaida Sandoval the
seven months old infant of F. Sandoval, who lives near the lumber mill
on the Arroyo Hondo died suddenly.
The funeral took place this afternoon.
Made an Assignment Report reached here today that Erculano Ortiz,
owner of a general merchandise store
at Pena Blanca, on last Saturda"
filed papers making an assignment.
The assets and liabilities are each
a,

Your money back if you can
buy better at any price than

Belle

Butter

Spring

Creamery

30
I

PREMIER, BARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIEbTA 4()c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
There is no Coffee to equal the above for
HP.
1
not suit you,
J the price toTRYus ITandifweit does
will cheerfully rereturn it
If fund
your money

Just

us
our eaDS w
not
is
if
just
anything
satisactoryright let us know and we make it rightou wil

uc
-

ivignt

I Phone

No

.4.

-

F. Andrews,

.4.

estimated at

$10,000.

Buys a Home Yesterday Frank
Brown
purchased from Wendel V.
AND
Hall a house and lot situated some.
distance out on Galisteo road. The
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
tlot is approximately 50 by 150 feet
and on it is a newly constructed
Screened Raton Lump
$4,50 per ton
adobe. The price paid was $1,000.
"
"
Back to the Primitive Says the
5.25
Monero
"With coyotes
Citizen:
41
Albuquerque
0.00
Cerrillos "
In the city park, cattle rustlers work- ing on the town herd and wild cats
Sawed Wood and Kindling
Anthracite Coal all sizes
in the hen houses inside the city
Coal.
Steam
limits, the old town of Santa Fe is
All Kinds of
Smithing Coal
going back to the primitive."
certainly
'
Bids for Sidewalk Construction
The city In today's advertising columns asks for bids for the construcPhone No. 86, Office Garfield Atwum,
Not A.T,IG, P. Depot
tion of sidewalks. Mayor Sena has
been given assurance that the sidewalk construction liens, which carry
12 and 18 per cent Interest, will be
readily bought.
Dies of Whooping Cough Yesterday
afternoon at two thirty, Petrita Gomez, daughter of Rafael Gomez of
230 Manhattan street, died from the
effects of whooping cough. The child
AND
was 8 months and 16 days. The funeral took place this afternoon at 3
o'clock, interment being at Rosario.
New Dyeing and Cleaning Plant L.
M. Goldeberg has installed a new
dyeing and cleaning plant and in- vltes everyone to come and inspect
same. Everything is thoroughly
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
and Goldberg is now in a pohandle all work in an emto
sition
House
106 Palao Avnu. Elks' HalL
Ttlaphona 142. Night 1
inently satisfactory manner. A visit
to his Palace avenue place of busiX
!K
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
K
ness will be convincing.
Will Build a Residence George P.
AND
who recently purchased a
j Williams
large piece of property at Galisteo
CH1MAV0
upon which he is erecting a large
j mercantile store will shortly let a
BLANKETS
contract for the building of a $1,000
'
residence on his ranch near Galisteo.
The store that he is building in Galisteo will be completed in ten days
whereupon he will open up a general
merchandise store.
I
It Was Cool and Pleasant Yester-- '
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
day was a clear, cool day with wonderfully blue skies. The minimum
'
dropped to 52 degrees,
temperature
to
while the maximum was 78 degrees.
The relative humidity was only 28
M AH Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenire
cent at 6 o'clock p. m., less than
per
w
We will shortly have in a full line of
it has been for some days and judga ing by Impressions, the rainy season
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
ia over.
K
Fair weather Is predicted
for tomorrow also, by the weather
bureau.
t
Proprietor.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
t
Santa Fe, N. M., July 27.
O
301-30- 3
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.
Maximum temperature 78 degrees
at 3:50 p. m. Minimum temperature
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tem-

degrees. Departure from
MINOR CITY TOPICS perature
Relative
normal niinns 3 degrees.
humidity at 6 a. m. 82 per cent. Rel
ative humidity at 6 p. m. 28 per cent,
Relative humidity, average for the
-28.X
Colo.,
Denver,
July
Weather forecast for New X day, 53 per cent. Lowest temperaturelemduring last night 56 degrees,
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
6 a..m. today 61 degrees.
at
perature
and
with
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LURED WOMEN TO HIS DEN.

PRESIDENT TAFT LED GREETING.

(Continued From First Page.

(Continued From Page One)

asked Jerome. This was objected to Ing chorus and hand clapping afld
and the ruling reserved. Thaw said: cheers and waving of hats and hand"I have always been sane medically kerchiefs told the men in the flying
although I think I may have been le- - craft that their task was accom-

gaily Insane a few minutes when I
killed White.
Dr. Evans is misled
when he said I suffered delusions beNEW MEXICO BIG
PROPERTY OWNER. cause I was told by Jerome everything I said was untrue."
He explained his frequent changes
(Continued from Page One.)
of counsel by saying that the lawyers
from Rotterdam, for a copy of the in- were influenced by the fact that they
surance laws of New Mexico. He re- thought the charges he made against
ceived a similar inquiry from Cape- White were untrue. Asked if he was
town, Africa, and also from England.
expelled from Harvard for studying
an immoral subject, he said: "Illegal
perhaps, but not immoral."

Nushaum's photo-pos- t
cards "the
latest." Stripling, Burrows & Co.
Have You Read It? On another
page appears a new advertisement of
H. S. Kaune and Company. It will pay
you to read it.
Clovis Has its Weekly Fire Fire
yesterday destroyed the Kentucky saloon and the Railroad Eating house at
NEW MEXICO
Clovis. The insurance was small.
Train Report The Denver and Rio
REFORM SCHOOL
Grande train and the Santa Fe trains
The
are all reported running on time.
Full Proceedings of the First Meeting
New Mexico Central Is thirty minutes
of the Board of Trustees at

ilTgj

CASH

4

No

Mean

Co

late.

HAYWARD'S

degrees at 5:20 a. m.
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CAPITAL AND
LABOR CLASH

Wells Murder Case at Roswell Expected to Go to Jury Some Time
At a meeting held at the Springer
This Afternoon.
House in Springer, Ccjlfax county,
on July 2Cth, 1909, of the board of
Roswell, N. M., July 28. Bitter artrustees of the New Mexico Reform raignment of alleged evils of organSchool there were present the Gov- ized labor and oppression of capitalist
ernor, Hon. George Curry, M. W. classes characterized the arguments
Mills, J. K. Hunt, R. E. Aldrich and today In the trial of W. T. Wells, a
Rafael Aguilar. The other member, local capitalist, on the charge of killFrancisco Serna of Chama, Rio Arri- ing Ollie Shirley, a union leader. Atba county, being absent. Whereupon torney General Frank Clancy of SanGovernor Curry was elected tempor- ta Fe, opened for the prosecution and
that was followed by J. B. Eldridge for the
ary chairman. He announced
the defense. W. W. Gatewood closed
he had met with the board as
District Attorney
member to aid them in their or- for the defense.
ganization. M. W. Mills was elected J. M. Hervey closed for the state topresident of the board, and R. E. Al- day the case going to the jury immedrich was elected secretary
and diately thereafter.
treasurer. It was proposed to visit
the buildings and grounds, which was NO MORE FREE
done by the members present. The
members then reconvened at 8 p. m.,
LUNCH AT CHEYENNE
transacting the following business:
The .secretary was instructed to write
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 28. The new
V.
and
C.
Safford
Auditor
lunch ordinance went Into effect
free
Traveling
give him such information as to en- yesterday, when all saloonkeepers of
able nim to secure the seal, minute the city were notified that the serving
book and other records for the board, of free lunch must cease. Some saand also to write to Territorial Au- loonkeepers withdrew the ordinary
ditor W. G. Sargent or the treasurer, free lunch and kept pretzels on the
of bar, but these were notified to with- M. A. Otero and secure funds
about $1,000 for immediate expenses. draw even pretzels. There Is much crit- It was decided to send a committee iclsm of the new ordinance, and esto visit a reform school or schools pecially of the fact that the city counof some state. M. W. Mills and J. cil saw fit to suspend the rules to pass
K. Hunt were appointed as such com- it at the earliest opportunity.
mittee, only the actual expenses of
the committee to be paid and the committee to be given letters of introThe
duction signed by. the board.
committee was required to report
MONEY AND METALS.
speedily.
New York, July 28. "Copper, steady,
The secretary and treasurer was 13
lead $4.304.35; bar sildirected to take charge of the build- ver 50
Mexican dollars 44; call
ing and procure insurance for not money, 1
prime paper 3
less than $7,000.
N. Y.
82
116
Atch.
Amal.
with a proposition 4;
In conformity
C. 137
S. P. 133; U, P. 199
all applimade by Trustee Aguilar
71
pfd. 127
cants for the wardenship are required steel
PORK AND RIBS.
LARD,
GRAIN,
submitto make written applications,
28. Wheat July
same
111.,
at
the
endorsements
their
Chicago,
July
ting
time. Present applications are to be 109; Sept.-10Corn July 51; Sept. 66
considered at the next meeting.
Oats July 45; Sept. 39
It was understood that Trustee J.
Pork July 20.221-2- ;
K. Hunt would at the next regular
Sept. 20.35.
Lard July 10.90; Sept. 10.921-2- .
meeting secure the services of a
Ribs July 10.771-2- ;
competent man to make out full speSept 10.70.
cifications necessary for the repair of
WOOL MARKETS.
the building according to the report
St. Louis, Mo., July 28. Wool, unof the committee, appointed to visit changed.
LIVE STOCK.
other like institutions, with a view
Kansas City, July 28. Cattle Reof making contracts to repair the
building ready for occupancy. The ceipts 7,000, including 1,000 southmeeting then adjourned, subject to erns. Market steady to ten lower. Native steers 5.257.65; southern steers
call of the president.
$3.505.25; southern cows $2.754;
native cows and heifers $2.25 .25;
SHERIFF ROMERO
stockers and feeders $3.255; bulls
LOSES PRISONER $2.254.2?; calves $3.507.25; western steers $4.256; western cows
In Addition He Gets Rid of His Pock- $2.254.75.
Hogs
et Book, His Weapons and
Receipts 12,000. Market
10 to 15 cents lower; bulk of sales
Sundry Belongings.

Springer.

MARKETKEFORT
1--

7--

3-- 4

1--

3--

1--

1--

1--

1--

5--

$7.30(07.60;

heavy $7.557.65;

pack-er- s

plished. The crowd expected Orville
to come down then, but he kept on
just the same.
He was after his brother's laurels.
Wilbur returned to the starting derrick, where the army officers were
gathered and they began to chaff him
about his record now In peril.
The machine used in the flight consists of two planes, one five feet
above the other and measuring thirty-si- x
feet from tip to tip. The seat for
the operator is placed in the center
of the lower plane, off to the left of
the motor. The passenger sits on the
other side of the motor. The motor
itself is a product of the Wright
brothers, and is a four cyclinder thirty-horse
power, water cooled gasoline
engine. The gasoline is pumped die
rectly into the
pipes, there
no
carbuorators.
being
The tips of
the plans are flexible for about 12
feet. By means of a lever they can
be turned into a curve resembling
a heliocoid, the wings moving in opdirections. A second lever
posite
controls the twin rudders which are
supported by a brace ten feet from
the rear of the plans.
The weight of the machine, Including both operator and passenger is a
trifle under 1,200 pounds.
Zeppelin Flies Three Hours.
Friedrichshefen, July 28. Count
Zeppelin yesterday personally steered
his airship Zeppelin II. This was his
first trip since his recent accident.
The airship remained up for three
hours.
Representatives of the war
office were on board.
CALL FOR BIDS.
Notice is hereby given that bids for
the contsruction of sidewalks on the
streets specified below, will be receiv- -

nan,.,'

.

Jf
,.,

"I,"'

.

,

.

nu"lu

J?

on Tuesday, August 3rd, at the Fire- man's Hall at 7: 30 p. m. The city will
reserve the right to reject any or all
bids. Bids must be given for the construction both of concrete and brick
sidewalks on each of the several
streets and specifications for the same
can be seen at the office of the Mayor
at the Capitol building.
The bids to be received shall cover
the following streets:
On the north side of Johnson street
from the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Company's track to Grant avenue, a four foot walk.
On the east side of Sandoval street
to Water street, a four foot walk. On
the east side of College street from
the bridge spanning the Santa Fe
creek to Manhattan avenue a four foot
walk.
On the east side of Cerrillos street
from Montezuma avenue to Hickox
street a four foot walk.
On the east side of Don Caspar avenue from the bridge spanning the
Santa Fe creek to Manhattan avenue,
a six foot walk.
On the west side of Don Gaspar
avenue from Manhattan avenue to
Capitol street, a six foot walk.
On north side of Palace avenue from
Arroyo Sals to city limits, a four foot
walk.
The bids shall be per square foot.
JOSE D. SENA
'
Mayor.

FRESH EGGS

and butcher
Somewhere
$7.40(7.60;
light
Needles, Cal., July
in the river bottoms east of this city, $7.207.50;. pigs $6.257;
&
Market
Sheep
Receipts 6,000.
a man named Rice is hiding and In.
10
Muttons
lambs
He
lower;
him.
are
No
$4.255.25;
140 Red
dian trailers
hunting
Telephone
has shot and slightly wounded a;$67.50; range wethers $45.40;
MRS.
RCTSCH.
OTTO
Mohave Indian and the Indian claims .range ewes $3.255.
to have shot Rice, but not seriously
Chicago, 111., July 28. Cattle-jRe-en'
to stop his flight.
ceipts, 17,000; market steady to 10
D. M.
&
Rice was being taken from San cents lower. Beeves, $4.35 7.40;
to Las Vegas, N. M., by as steers, $4.005.60; Western steers,.
Builders and Contractors
He is $4.006.25; stockers and feeders, $3
Cleofes Romero.
Sheriff
committed
with
three'
PLANS & ESTIMATES
forgery
charged
5.io; cows and heifers, $2.206.10;
on short notice
Furnished
years ago.
calves, $5.508.00.
The Santa Fe train on which the
Hogs
Receipts, 34,000; market 10 CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
sheriff and his cnarge were traveling to 15 cents lower. Light, $7.457.90;
was delayed by washouts near here mixedi $7.35)7.95; heavy, $7.308.00;
and yesterday while the sheriff slept rought, $7.307.45; good choice heavy,
Rice, it is said, stole his weapons, $7.458.00; pigs, $6.757.80; bulk of
watch, keys and money. With the saies $7.50(5)7.85.
Given Either in
keys he unlocked the shackles on his
18,000;
market
Sheep
Receipts,
SPANISH OR GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
wrists and ankles and escaped. A weak, 10 cents
lower. Natives, $3.00
posse went in pursuit and the swiftHAACKE
5.25; Western, $3.005.35;
year- est of the Indian runners caught up
Care New Mexican
$4.50
lambs,
$4.606.00;
liigs,
native,
with him this morning. Rice grap7.75r Western, $4.507.75.
NOTARY PUBLIC
pled the Indian and finally shot him
and escaped. The posse returned
here late today, secured more weap
ons and ammunition and again took
AN IDEAL PLACE FOR VACATION,
the trail.
historic surroundings, delightful climate, magnificent scenery, fine fishing, hunting, horseback riding, etc.
FIGHT FOR DECENCY
Good eating, comfortable quarters.
IN CLOVIS
Consumptives positively not received.
Taller Band,
Meiico. Eight miles from Glorieta, where all
Report from Clovis, Curry county,
Santa Fe trains stop. '
Address, J. F. Miller, Prop.
has it, that City Attorney Fred McDonald who was recently brutally assaulted by two gamblers, has lodged
complaint that City Marshal Martin
&
had accepted tribute for the protection of questionable enterprise. MarEvery Description of work in our line done to order
tin denies the charge and has brought
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
counter charges, alleging that McDonald has taken Illegal fees. The
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty
gamblers who- - assaulted McDonald
Send for prices for tanning and lining
have been arrested and will be given
furs and hides for rugs and robes
a hearing at Texlco on change of
venue. McDonald is determined to
Highest prices paid for raw furs ot all kinds
make Clovis a clean town morally but
438 C.non Ho.d FRANK F. ft O R M LE Y iPj.HSLlL.- is meeting with bitter opposition as
Phon Black 19
SANTA E, N. M.
there Is a strong element that wants
the town to be wide open.
28.
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